Joint Position Paper of FIEC and EIC1
Use of Fair Contract Conditions for Infrastructure Projects (incl. TEN)
co-financed by CSF and CEF funds, i.e.:
CSF: proposed Regulation COM(2011)615
Connecting Europe Facility, proposed Regulation COM(2011)665
(17th September 2012)

I.

Joint FIEC and EIC Proposal

FIEC and EIC propose to add ...
1.

... a new Recital (CSF Recital;, CEF Recital 47a new):
“In order to ensure broad and fair competition for projects benefitting from CSF or CEF funds,
the form of contract used must be appropriate to the project’s objectives and circumstances.
Contract conditions should be drafted so as to fairly allocate the risks associated with the
contract, with the primary aim of achieving the most economic price and efficient performance
of the contract. This principle applies irrespectively of whether national or international
standard forms of contract are used" 2

2.

... corresponding articles in the text:
a) CSF: Article 4 new; CEF: Article 13a new:
The form of contract to be used shall be appropriate to the objectives and circumstances of
the project. General and particular contract conditions shall be drafted so as to fairly
allocate the risks associated with the contract, with the primary aim of achieving the most
economic price and efficient performance of the contract. This principle applies
irrespectively of whether national or international standard forms of contract are used.
b) CSF: Article 91 paragraph (x) new:
(x) the general and particular contract conditions showing that the general principles of
Article <4 new> have been respected.
c) CSF: Article 92 paragraph 1, 2nd sentence; CEF: Article 23 paragraph 1a new:
When a major project does not respect the General Principles defined in Article
<CSF: 4 new; CEF: 13a new>, it shall not benefit from CSF or CEF funds. The Commission
shall provide the Member State concerned the opportunity to bring the project into line with
the above-mentioned General Principles.
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presentation of the European construction industry and FIEC/ EIC at the end of this paper.
cf. Art. 3.24 of the EBRD Procurement Policies and Rules, dated May 2010

________________________________________________________________________
FIEC –the European Construction Industry Federation, represents via its 34 national Member Federations in 29 countries the European interests of construction enterprises of all sizes, i.e.
craftsmen, SMEs and “global players”, performing all kinds of building and civil engineering activities
EIC – associated with FIEC – represents the international interests of contractors’ associations from Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and United Kingdom
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II.

The justification for these proposals

1.

Total funding under the CSF for regional and cohesion policy in the financial period 2007-2013
amounts to roughly €347 bn or almost €50 bn annually. Around €75 bn of the total funds have
been allocated to transport projects and another €50 bn in the area of environmental protection
and risk prevention. Most of these funds have been implemented in the construction sector, with
the firm intention of attracting a broad level of competition amongst construction companies from
many EU Member States.

2.

Sound financial management and efficient use of CSF/ CEF/ TEN-T funds, as required by the
respective regulation, necessitate:
a. transparent and non-discriminatory procurement rules
b. fairly balanced and transparent contract conditions.

3.

Wheras the first condition is addressed by the EU public procurement directives and their
interpretation by the European Court of Justice, the second is entirely left to the national level,
without any legal basis for checking/ intervention by EU institutions.

4.

When executing construction works, in particular when working in a foreign country, contractors
depend on the existence of fair and balanced contract conditions as a precondition for proper
project implementation and for a professional relationship with the local Contracting Authority and
other public authorities. State-of-the-art construction contracts carefully assign each individual
risk to the party who is in the best position to control and manage it.

5.

Member firms active in various Member States of the EU have drawn our attention to the fact that
tenders, co-financed by CSF funds (and which, in future, may also benefit from CEF/ TEN-T
funds), are based on manifestly unfair contract conditions which discourage contractors from
participating in such tenders. Such practices occur namely in those EU Member States which do
not have a national standard form of contract which has been tried and tested over a long
period of time and is based on the general consensus of the various construction parties, e.g. in
Austria the ÖNORM B 2110, in Germany the VOB/B, in Denmark the AB 92 and ABT 93, in
France and Belgium the CCAG, in Italy the DPR 207/2010, in the Netherlands the UAV 1989
and 2012, in the UK the ICE forms etc.

6.

Multilateral Development Banks, such as the World Bank, EIB or EBRD have regulations which
require, with different wording, contract conditions to be fair and transparent.

7.

Both surprisingly and regrettably, there is no equivalent for this principle in the rules governing
CSF/ CEF/ TEN-T funds in relation to EU (co-)funded projects, whether the funding originates
from the structural funds or infrastructure facilities.

8.

With these proposals, FIEC and EIC wish to close an unintentional legislative loophole and to
remedy this shortcoming. If this is not done, the risk is apparent that such unfair contract
conditons might lead to, for instance, reduced and intransparent competition, poor construction
quality, delays, claims, disputes and even unethical behaviour.

9.

FIEC and EIC offer their unconditional support in clarifying any outstanding issue or question.
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III.

Background: the FIDIC contracts

For many decades, most of the international standard contract forms published by the International
Federation of International Consulting-Engineers (FIDIC) have been considered as international
contractual benchmarks that allocate the risk of a construction contract fairly between the
parties. These are, in particular, the so-called FIDIC “Red Book” [Conditions of Contract for
Construction] and FIDIC “Yellow Book” [Conditions of Contract for Plant and Design-Build]
respectively in their fifth and fourth edition dated 1999, In 2010, a modified version of the FIDIC 1999
“Red Book” became the harmonised standard form of contract recommended or mandated by the
Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs) for projects they are financing (so-called "Pink Book").
Conversely, the FIDIC “Silver Book” [Conditions of Contract for EPC3 Turnkey Contract], published
for the first time in 1999, has been widely perceived as an unfair standard form of contract which
is not consistent with FIDIC’s traditional risk-sharing approach. According to FIDIC’s own
recommendation, its application should be restricted to privately financed infrastructure projects
and EPC types of project in which a) the contractor assumes responsibility for a wider range of risks
than under the FIDIC “Red and Yellow Books” and b) the "employer" (= client) pays the appropriate
price.
The Introductory Note thus underlines that FIDIC “Silver Book” conditions are not suitable:
- “If there is insufficient time and information for tenderers to scrutinise and check the employer’s
requirements or for them to carry out their designs, risk assessment studies and estimating;
- If construction will involve substantial work underground or work in other areas which the contractor
cannot inspect;
- If the employer intends to supervise closely or control the contractor’s work, or to review most of the
construction drawings;
- If the amount of each interim payment is to be determined by on official or other intermediary;”
This shows that FIDIC “Silver Book” conditions are not suitable for competitive public procurement
procedures which are usually based on price as the only or the decisive award criterion.

IV.

Background: the use of "international" contract conditions inside the EU

In Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), the FIDIC “Red and Yellow Books” were used for the first
time some 20 years ago when these countries started to receive funding from the World Bank,
the EBRD, the EIB and the European Union under the ISPA, PHARE and similar programmes.
They were subsequently translated into the national languages and adapted over time to the
respective national legal environment.
Following CEE countries’ accession to the European Union, however, FIEC and EIC have observed
a growing tendency for local Contracting Authorities in the CEE region to alter the balance of
the national versions of the FIDIC “Red and Yellow Books” in the context of public works
tenders for infrastructure projects co-financed by Structural Funds to the detriment of the
contractors.
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Increasingly, unfair provisions originating from the FIDIC “Silver Book” are introduced into the tender
documents as "Particular Conditions". As a result, key risks originally placed on the Employer are
transferred to the contractor, for instance:
- Restricted or insufficient access to the construction site (Article. 2.1);
- Errors in information concerning site data (Article 4.7);
- Responsibility for unforeseeable adverse physical conditions, especially ground conditions
(Article 4.10);
- Responsibility for design risk (Article 5.1);
- Delay Damages (Article 8.7);
- Sufficiency of Contract Price (Article 14.1);
- Termination by the Contractor (Article 16.2).
V.

Background: Negative impacts of unfair conditions

Such revisions of the General Contract Conditions have a negative impact on the contractual
position of the winning tenderer, on the competitive environment inside the CEE country and,
last but not least, on the project itself. If contractual modifications alter the originally foreseen fair
risk distribution and the risks allocated to the contractor become excessively high, the following
problems may occur (quoted from the “Check List for One-Sided Contracts” published by the Japan
International Cooperation Agency [JICA] in March 2011):
-

Bid failure and disruption of project implementation;
Non-participation in the bid of conscientious and capable contractors;
Contract award to a bidder who fails or is incapable of estimating the risks properly;
Poor construction quality and delay of the work due to lack of risk contingency;
Undermining the relationship of mutual trust and respect between the parties;
Unsubstantiated claims from the contractor;
Frequent disputes between the employer and the contractor;
Higher bid prices and/or large discrepancies between the bid and the final price;
In extreme cases the eventual termination of the contract.

FIEC and EIC jointly drew the attention of the EU Commissioners for Regional Policy and Internal
Market to this bad practice as early as May 2011 (cf. Annex 1).
The European Commission replied, however, that it has no competence to investigate the
alleged shortcomings due to the fact that the subject matter of fair contract conditions is not
regulated by EU secondary law. The Commission further underlined that, under the EU Structural
and Cohesion Fund regulation, public procurement is completely decentralised to the local
administrations in the EU Member States and that there is no ex-ante control admissible with respect
to the EC Delegations.
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VI.

and the proposed remedy?

FIEC and EIC propose to the European Parliament and the European Council to rectify this
unsatisfactory situation in the context of the ongoing debate on the legislative proposals for
the future EU Cohesion Policy and the "Connecting Europe Package" (in particular the
"Connecting Europe Facility" and "TEN-T") by systematically adding to the EU’s secondary
law a requirement for the use of fair and balanced contract conditions on infrastructure
projects (co-)financed with EU funds.
In this way, the EU Legislator would not only benefit from the exemplary guidelines of the World Bank,
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the EIB for their operations
outside the EU (cf. Annex 2) but would also respond to private sector objections regarding unfair
contract conditions by giving the European Commission a legal basis for investigations into the
underlying reasons and motives for such unfair conditions provided by a Contracting Authority.
To illustrate in more detail the abusive nature of one-sided contract conditions and the urgent need for
EU legislation, we enclose some selected examples of unfair contract conditions found on EUfinanced works contracts in the CEE region, taking the situation in Romania as a basis (cf. Annex 3).

VII.

About Us

The European construction industry, in the EU27 in 2011, accounted for investments of around
€1.200 billion, equating to around 10% of GDP and around 52% of gross fixed capital formation.
The 3.1 million construction enterprises, of which 95% are SMEs with less than 20 workers,
employ a total workforce of 14.6 million, whilst some 26 million workers depend directly or indirectly
on the construction sector. The international (outside EU27) revenues of European contractors
amounted in 2010 to some €75 billion.

FIEC, the European Construction Industry Federation
represents, through its 33 national Member Federations from 29 European countries, the European
interests of construction enterprises of all sizes, i.e. builders, craftsmen, SMEs and “global
players”, carrying out all forms of building and civil engineering activities.

EIC, European International Contractors,
has 15 national Member Federations and represents the interests of the European construction
industry in all aspects related to its international construction activities. In 2010, European
international contractors were active in all world regions and generated an international
construction turnover of more than 140 bn. €, of which around 40%, or approximately 55 bn. €,
were earned within the European Union.
For almost 40 years, now, EIC has been (and continues to be) consulted by FIDIC as a "friendly
reviewer" for each revision of its standard forms of contract. In addition, for each volume of the
FIDIC Conditions of Contract since March 2000, EIC has published, a "Contractor's Guide" which
is also available in the FIDIC bookshop.
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New FIDIC Particular Conditions of Contract for road works
in Romania: the recent Order 146/2011 of 17 March 2011
by Oana Soimulescu
The FIDIC Conditions of Contract were introduced in Romania about 15 years ago when Romania started to receive funding from
the EU and multi-lateral development banks to finance public works projects in the transport infrastructure and utilities sectors.
No particular legal framework then regulated their application, except the general provisions contained in the Financing
Memoranda signed between the Romanian Government and the EU.
In June 2008, a ministerial order (Order 915/2008) was however released incorporating a set of mandatory (non-negotiable)
particular conditions of contract and a set of optional (negotiable) conditions of contract, which were expected to solve some of
the problems encountered then in practice from the lack of correlation between the Romanian legislation and the FIDIC General
Conditions. These particular conditions of contract were applicable to any contract for works with Romanian authorities. Order
915/2008 was however short-lived as in May 2009, after less than one year, it was repealed without any official reasons.
That idea of mandatory particular conditions has now resurrected in the form of a new order published in March 2011 which
imposes the use of the FIDIC Conditions of Contract for road works in Romania.
The official enactment came in January 2011 with the publication of a Government Decision imposing the use of FIDIC forms of
Contract for road works and attaching the Romanian translation of the General Conditions of the FIDIC Red and Yellow books.
New sets of particular conditions of contract were eventually enclosed as Annexes 1 and 2 to Order 146/2011, published on 17
March 2011.
A review of these new particular conditions reveals that substantial changes have been made to the FIDIC General Conditions,
which result in increased risks being now borne by contractors. The changes are particularly significant for the Yellow Book as
the new particular conditions have literally adopted provisions from the Silver Book relating to the Contractor’s responsibility for
unforeseen events and the Employer’s Requirements. This is explained further below.
The most significant changes introduced by the new particular conditions annexed to Order 146/2011 are the following:
•

Contractor’s right of access to the Site (Sub-Clause 2.1) - The right to claim for lack of access to the Site has been significantly
restricted. The contract now provides that the access to the Site may be given gradually by sections which are to be defined
at the Commencement Date and by reference to which the Contractor is to adjust its programme of Works. The Contractor
waives any right to claim against the handing over of the Site by sections, regardless of (1) how large or small these sections
are; (2) where they are located; (3) the disruption and additional costs associated with any necessary mobilisation and remobilisation.

•

Unforeseeable Physical Conditions (Sub-Clause 4.12) – Sub-Clause 4.12 is completely re-written and lift provisions from
Sub-Clause 4. 12 [Unforeseen Difficulties] of the Silver Book. According to the new Sub-Clause 4.12, the Contract Price shall
not be adjusted to take account of any difficulty or unforeseen costs. By entering into the Contract, the Contractor therefore
accepts having made the necessary allowance for any difficulties and costs in order to complete the Works.

•

Responsibility for the accuracy of the Employer’s Requirements (Sub-Clause 5.1 of the Yellow Book) – Similarly, the
new particular conditions of the Yellow Book adopt to a large extent the wording of Sub-Clause 5.1 of the Silver Book with
respect to the Employer’s Requirements. The Contractor now takes over the responsibility for the accuracy of the Employer’s
Requirements which, as in the Silver Book, he is deemed to have scrutinized prior to the Base Date. The Employer shall not
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be responsible for any error, inaccuracy or omission of any kind whatsoever in the Employer’s Requirements as originally
included in the Contract and shall not be deemed to have given any representation of accuracy or completeness of any data
or information.
•

Claims for errors in the Employer’s Requirements (Sub-Clause 1.9 of the Yellow Book) – Whilst Sub-Clause 5.1 of the Yellow
Book now provides for the Contractor to take responsibility for any error in the Employer’s Requirements, Sub-Clause 1.9 has
not been amended in the new particular conditions. As a result, any claim for errors in the Employer’s requirements will be
limited to those aspects which are expressly excluded in Sub-Clause 5.1, namely: (a) portions data and information which are
stated in the Contract as being immutable or the responsibility of the Employer; (b) definitions of intended purposes of the
Works or any parts thereof (c) criteria for testing and performance of the completed works. These three exclusions are those
which appear in Sub-Clause 5.1 of the Silver Book with the exception of the last one - “portions, data and information which
cannot be verified by the Contractor except as otherwise stated in the Contract” – which has been deleted from the list of
exclusions in the new particular conditions of the Yellow Book. In that sense, these new particular conditions impose an even
stricter design obligation on the Contractor than in the Silver Book.

•

Claim for exceptionally adverse climatic conditions (Sub-Clause 8.4(c)) - In support of a claim for adverse climatic conditions,
the Contractor will now need to demonstrate the exceptionality of those conditions by reference to the relevant statistics of
the last 10 years.

•

Delay damages – They are payable if interim milestones are not met. In the event that the final milestone is eventually met
any delay damages which have been paid shall be reimbursed.

•

The Contract Price cannot be increased by more than 10% of the Accepted Contract Amount except when price
adjustments result from Sub-Clauses 13.7 [Changes in Legislation] and 13.8 [Changes in Costs]. This compares with what
Anca Boagiu, the Transport Minister, stated in her press release dated 28 December 2010, namely that the increase in the
Contract Price “shall only be accepted for unforeseen circumstances which are acknowledged as such by FIDIC”. Mrs Boagiu
also suggested that “this threshold is internationally accepted because there were numerous cases when the Romanian party,
being under-represented, has lost important amounts of money”. Those statements are particularly surprising given that the
Contractor is no longer able to claim any costs in consideration of unforeseen circumstances under Sub-Clause 4.12.

•

Payment - The Contractor is obliged to provide breakdown of prices and payment is made strictly in relation to actual
progress. The Employer will make payment based on measured works and is entitled to suspend payment in the event of
delays in the completion of any milestone. Furthermore, the Employer allows to itself 45 days interest-free in addition to the
56 days from the Engineer’s notification and the Contractor is deemed to have waived its right to interest on late payment if
no invoice is issued within two months.

•

Contractor’s entitlement to suspend work (Sub-Clause 16.1) – The notification of 21 days before suspension has been
prolonged to 183 days.

•

Termination by Employer (Sub-Clause 15.2) and by Contractor (Sub-Clause 16.2) – Given the high number of termination
cases over the past few years, the Ministry of Transport probably felt that something had to be done to restrict the Contractor’s
right to termination. This is now done with Order 146/2011. Although termination by the Employer operates immediately
without any formality being required after notification by the Employer, this is no longer the case for the Contractor. If the
Contractor serves a notice of termination upon the occurrence of one of the events listed in Sub-Clause 16.2 and the ground
for terminating the Contract is disputed by the Employer, then termination will only take effect after having obtaining a final
and binding DAB (which is unlikely to happen as the Employer will undoubtedly issue a notice of dissatisfaction) or an arbitral
award confirming the Contractor’s entitlement to terminate and the effectiveness of such termination. Until such time, the
Contractor shall be bound to comply with its obligations under the Contract and the Employer shall be under no obligation
to return the Performance Security.
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•

Arbitration (Sub-Clause 20.6) – Although the new particular conditions do not seek to amend the arbitration clause set
out in Sub-Clause 20.6, contractors will need to bear in mind that Sub-Clause 1.4 has been amended to the effect that the
language for communications under the Contract is Romanian. This means that by virtue of paragraph (c) of Sub-Clause 20.6,
the language to be used in any arbitration proceedings is also Romanian unless this paragraph is amended.

All new tenders for road works in Romania which will be launched later this year will use those new FIDIC particular conditions of
contract. Contractors wishing to bid for road work will need to approach these new tenders with great care in light of the risks
which have now been shifted to them.
Oana Soimulescu & Mona Dragan-Costin
SDC & Partners
Futura Building
238 Mihai Eminescu, Sector 2, 020085
Bucharest, Romania
T: + 40 21 201 94 87
E: oana.soimulescu@oflaw.eu
E: mona.dragan-costin@oflaw.eu

Nicholas Gould & Frederic Gillion
Fenwick Elliott LLP
Aldwych House
71-91 Aldwych
London WC2B 4HN
T: +44 (0) 20 7421 1986
E: ngould@fenwickelliott.co.uk
E: fgillion@fenwickelliott.co.uk
www.fenwickelliott.co.uk
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GUIDE TO PROCUREMENT
for projects financed by the EIB
Updated version of June 2011

European Investment Bank

o
o
o
•

Guide to Procurement

a product or service can only be provided by a limited number of suppliers because
of exclusive capabilities or rights;
standardisation with existing equipment is determined to be important and justified;
or
it is a case of extreme urgency brought about by unforeseeable events.

National competitive bidding may be appropriate for contracts, which, by their size,
nature or scope, are unlikely to attract foreign competition. These circumstances occur
when:
o
o
o
o

the contract values are small;
works are scattered geographically or spread over time;
works are labour intensive; or
the advantages of open or restricted procedures are clearly outweighed by the
administrative or financial burden involved.

•

Shopping is appropriate for procuring readily available off-the-shelf goods or standard
specification commodities that are small in value; as much as possible, offers from at least
three suppliers should be requested.

•

Direct contracting may be justified if only one contractor or supplier can fulfil a contract in
a satisfactory manner and at the most advantageous cost.

•

Force account may be justified where:
o
o
o
o
o
o

services involve the intellectual property of the promoter;
quantities of work involved cannot be defined in advance;
works are small and scattered or in remote locations;
works are required to be carried out without disrupting ongoing operations;
the promoter is clearly in a favourable situation to carry out the works at an
attractive price (e.g. railway track laying); or
there are emergencies requiring prompt action.

To be acceptable to the Bank, national procedures (covering national competitive bidding and
shopping) must ensure economy, efficiency and transparency, and be broadly consistent with the
principles underlying this Guide. If eligible foreign firms wish to participate in national procedures,
they must be allowed to do so. The additional Bank requirement is that each tenderer or contract
beneficiary must sign a Covenant of Integrity (see section 3.6 and Annex 3).
The threshold below which national procedures can be used will vary according to the nature of
the project, the experience of the promoter and local conditions. The threshold will be agreed for
each type of works, supply or services between the promoter and the Bank on a project-by-project
basis. Except for consultancy services (see chapter 4), this threshold should not exceed: 5 million
euro for works and 200,000 euro for goods and services, except electricity, gas, water and
transport where it is 400,000 euro and telecommunications where it is 600,000 euro (all excluding
the Value Added Tax, VAT, or equivalent direct taxes).
3.4.2. Operations in the Private Sector
Promoters operating in the private sector (i.e. outside the operations defined in Annex 5) normally
satisfy the objectives of economy and efficiency by following established commercial practices.
The Bank thus does not require that they follow the above public procurement procedures. For
example, the less rigid, less costly and faster negotiated procedures (generally consisting of an
international enquiry among a short-list of suppliers followed by negotiations) often prove to be
more effective. Nevertheless, wherever appropriate, the Bank will encourage such promoters to
publish a tender notice in the OJEU and adopt open or restricted procedures, particularly for large
June 2011
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contracts. In such cases it may be necessary to introduce appropriate safeguards to ensure that
the legitimate confidentiality interests of the promoter and other commercial contracting parties are
fully respected in the procurement process.
In any event, the Bank sees to it that promoters follow fair and transparent procurement
procedures ensuring an appropriate selection of works, goods and services offered with an
appropriate quality, at competitive prices and in a timely manner. The offer selected must be
economically the most advantageous. Contracts awarded by promoters must be negotiated
impartially and accord with the project’s best interests. In this case, the Bank ensures that, as far
as possible and depending on the magnitude of the contract, at least three qualified companies
from at least two different countries are consulted. The Bank will also ensure that there is no
discrimination on the basis of supplier’s nationality.
If a company is a shareholder of the promoter (or the promoter is a shareholder of a company or if
the promoter and a company have the same shareholders) and a contract is awarded by the
promoter to this company (as contractor, manufacturer or otherwise) under a Bank-financed
project, the Bank verifies that contract costs are in line with the initial estimates and with current
market prices, and that the contractual conditions are fair and reasonable. The Bank will not
finance works, goods or services for which the costs are considered to exceed market levels.
3.4.3. Concession Operations
Where the Bank is participating in financing a project developed under a BOT (Build, Operate,
Transfer) or similar concession scheme which enjoys special or exclusive rights, or other state
concession such as a recognized monopoly, the Bank’s approach is as follows:

6

•

If the concessionaire has been selected following a formal international tender procedure
(which may include several stages but has been the subject of an adequate international
publicity) acceptable to the Bank, and has explicit responsibility for carrying out the works
and providing the services under his concession, the works, goods and services covered
by the Bank’s financing are considered by the Bank as operations in the private sector and
can be procured according to the relevant provisions of this Guide.

•

If the concessionaire has not been selected through a formal international tender
procedure, but the Concession Agreement is considered by the Bank to be economically
reasonable in terms of price, quality and risk-sharing, the Bank will review the selection
process to check that the concession was awarded through a transparent process in line
with the principles of the EU Treaty, implying that the three following criteria are met:
i) There was adequate international publicity to allow for international competition;
ii) The process was fair and non-discriminatory; and
iii) The process followed can be traced.
If this is the case, the works, goods and services covered by the Bank’s financing are also
considered by the Bank as operations in the private sector and can be procured according
to the relevant provisions of this Guide.

•

If the Concession Agreement is considered by the Bank to be economically reasonable in
terms of price, quality and risk-sharing, but the review found that some of the above criteria
are not fulfilled, the Bank may, on an exceptional basis, still consider supporting the project
should it find that the project “added value”6 is sufficiently strong to outweigh the deviations.
In that case:

The project “added value” encompasses the following three aspects: (i) the alignment of the project with the Bank's
overall objectives and priorities; (ii) the quality and soundness of the project; and (iii) the EIB contribution to the
project.
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In the case of a direct call for tenders without prior pre-qualification, the notice must mention at
least (see standard form in Annex 6):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

promoter’s title, project’s name and reference to the Bank’s potential financing;
description of the works or nature of the supplies or services to be furnished;
projected timetable;
list of tender evaluation criteria in decreasing order of importance;
place where tender documents can be obtained;
final date for receipt of tenders; and
date and place of public opening of tenders.

The Bank also encourages the placing of Procurement Notices in other international media or local
publications. In this case, these must appear not before but preferably at the same time as in the
OJEU, and with the same conditions and wording.
Should the promoter already have started the tender procedure for a project component before the
Bank’s involvement, the Bank may still accept to finance this component in spite of the absence of
publication in the OJEU, provided the promoter can demonstrate that the publicity of the tender
has been sufficient to foster wide international competition.
3.7.3. Pre-qualification in Restricted Procedures
In restricted procedures, the promoter has to select those candidates that will be invited to submit
tenders. The selection of the candidates must be carried out following a formal pre-qualification
process open to all interested firms and advertised in the OJEU. Such pre-qualification exercise is
usually necessary for large or complex contracts.
The pre-qualification factors, which should be referred to in the Procurement Notice and specified
in the pre-qualification documents, should be based on the capability and resources of the
prospective tenderers to perform the particular contract. Factors that are normally considered are
the candidates’:
o
o
o

experience and past performance on previous contracts;
capabilities with respect to personnel, equipment and construction or manufacturing
facilities; and
financial position.

The promoter should inform all candidates of the pre-qualification decision, including a summary of
the relevant reasons for that decision.
In all respects other than notification and selection of candidates through a pre-qualification
process, restricted procedures are the same as open procedures.
3.7.4. Tender Documents
Promoters may use the conditions of contracts originating from their country’s legislation, but they
are encouraged to use internationally-recognised standard procurement documentation such as
those prepared by the World Bank (website www.worldbank.org, Projects & Operations /
Procurement / see Index of Standard Bidding and Proposal Documents, or Procurement Policies
and Procedures for guidance), and the FIDIC (Fédération Internationale des Ingénieurs-Conseils)
documents that can be ordered at the FIDIC website www.fidic.org, provided that these are
compatible with the provisions of this Guide.
Tender documents must be drafted in such a way as to permit wide international competition.
They must also fully comply with the rules set out in this Guide.
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The sale price of tender documents should be in line with the cost of their production and eventual
shipment.
If any modifications to the tender documents are made during the tendering period, the promoter
must send them to all tenderers and provide adequate time to respond.
Tender documents should include provisions dealing with the applicable law and the settlement of
disputes. International commercial arbitration may have practical advantages and the Bank
encourages promoters to use it as appropriate.
The time allowed for the preparation of tenders should depend on the magnitude and complexity of
the contract. Normally, it should be at least six weeks from the time when tender documents are
made available to potential tenderers. Where large works or complex items of equipment are
involved, the period must be extended accordingly. In such case, the promoter is encouraged to
organise explanatory briefings and on-site visits to make it easier for tenderers to understand the
subject of the tender. If tenderers raise specific questions on the tender documents, the promoter
must answer them within a week. In any event, all tenderers must be treated equally and fairly.
The tender documents should include a statement to the effect that tenderers should alert the
promoter in writing, with a copy to the Bank, in case they should consider that certain clauses or
technical specifications of the tender documents might limit international competition or introduce
an unfair advantage to some tenderers.
3.7.5. Language
The Procurement Notice, pre-qualification documents (if any), tender documents, and the tender
evaluation report should be prepared in one of the official languages of the European Union
(preferably in English or French).
In specific cases, the original tender documents may be drawn up in the language of the country
(which may also be adopted as the legally binding version in the event of litigation), with the
proviso that the promoter prepares and makes available to the Bank and the tenderers a certified
translation of the main parts of the tender documents. All correspondence and discussions with
the foreign tenderers and the Bank relating to the tender must use the EU language utilised for
translating the tender documents. Tenderers should be allowed to tender in this EU language.
3.7.6. Technical Specifications
Promoters must use European Union or international standards and specifications such as those
issued by the International Standard Organization, wherever these are applicable and appropriate,
and apply them consistently across the tender documents. If particular standards, national or
other, are adopted, the tender documents must state that standards guaranteeing a level of quality
or performance equivalent or superior to those indicated will also be accepted. Reference to
trademarks or other specific designations that would lead to discrimination between suppliers must
be avoided. If such reference is necessary to explain the nature of the products required, the
tender documents must specify that any other product of equal or superior quality or performance
is acceptable.
3.7.7. Tender Prices for Goods, Works and Services
When a public promoter (or a private promoter exempted from import duties) calls a tender for the
supply of goods, tender prices should be requested on the basis of CIF (port of destination), or CIP
(place of destination) for all goods offered from abroad, and EXW (ex-works, ex-factory, or off-theshelf) for locally available or manufactured or assembled goods, including those previously
June 2011
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3.22 Payment. Payment terms and procedures shall be in accordance with the
international commercial practices applicable to the goods, works or services and the
market in question. Contracts for supply of goods shall provide for full payment on
delivery and inspection, if so required, of the contracted goods, except for contracts
involving installation and commissioning, in which case a portion of the payment may be
retained until the supplier or contractor has complied with all its obligations.
3.23 Time Limits. Prescribed time limits for preparation and submission of tenders
shall be adequate for all tenderers to prepare and submit tenders. Generally not less than
45 days from the publication of the invitation to tender or the availability of tender
documents, whichever is later, should be allowed for the preparation and submission of
tenders. For large or complex works or items of equipment, this period should be
extended to 90 days or more. Tender validity periods and delivery dates shall be
consistent with the client’s reasonable requirements but shall not be used to discriminate
against any potential tenderer. In exceptional cases it may be necessary to request
tenderers to extend the validity of their tenders. In such cases tenderers shall not be
allowed or required to change their tender and shall be free not to give such extension.
Where the tender is for a fixed price contract, provision must be made in the tender
documents for the tender price of the successful tenderer to be adjusted for inflation20 up
to the date of contract award, so as to mitigate the risk accruing to tenderers offering such
an extension.
3.24 Conditions of Contract. The form of contract to be used must be appropriate to
the objectives and circumstances of the project. Contract conditions shall be drafted so as
to allocate the risks associated with the contract fairly, with the primary aim of achieving
the most economic price and efficient performance of the contract. The contract shall
clearly define the scope of goods, works or services to be supplied or performed, the
rights and obligations of the client and of suppliers and contractors and should include,
inter alia, appropriate provisions for guarantees of performance and warranties, liability
and insurance, acceptance, payment terms and procedures, price adjustment, liquidated
damages and bonuses, handling of changes and claims, force majeure, termination,
settlement of disputes and governing law. Wherever appropriate, standard forms of
contract incorporating generally accepted international conditions must be used.
3.25 Nothing in the tender documents shall be designed to restrict competition or offer
an unfair advantage to a tenderer. Clients shall not provide to any potential supplier or
contractor information regarding a specific procurement which would have the effect of
reducing or precluding competition. All amendments to tender documents must be sent to
each recipient of the original tender documents.

20

An appropriate index, such as the official cost of living index in a country which is expressed in
the currency of the tender, must be used.
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Currency of Payment
2.32 Payment of the contract price shall be made in the currency or currencies in which
payment has been requested in the bid of the successful bidder as per paragraph 2.29.
2.33 When the bid price is required to be stated in the local currency but the bidder has
requested payment in foreign currencies expressed as a percentage of the bid price, the
exchange rates to be used for purposes of payments shall be those specified by the bidder
in the bid, so as to ensure that the value of the foreign currency portions of the bid is
maintained without any loss or gain.
Terms and Methods of Payment
2.34 Payment terms shall be in accordance with the international commercial practices
applicable to the specific goods, works, and non-consulting services.
(a)

Contracts for supply of goods shall provide for full payment on the delivery and
inspection, if so required, of the contracted goods except for contracts involving
installation and commissioning, in which case a portion of the payment may be
made after the Supplier has complied with all its obligations under the contract. The
Bank normally requires the use of letters of credit so as to assure prompt payment to
the Supplier. In major contracts for equipment and plant, provisions shall be made
for suitable advances and, in contracts of long duration, for progress payments
during the period of manufacture or assembly.

(b)

Contracts for works shall provide, in appropriate cases for mobilization advances,
advances on Contractor’s equipment and materials, regular progress payments, and
reasonable retention amounts to be released upon compliance with the Contractor’s
obligations under contract.

2.35 Any advance payment for mobilization and similar expenses, made upon signature
of a contract for goods, works, and non-consulting services, shall be related to the
estimated amount of these expenses and be specified in the bidding documents. Amounts
and timing of other advances to be made, such as for materials delivered to the site for
incorporation in the works, shall also be specified. The bidding documents shall specify
the arrangements for any security required for advance payments.
2.36 Bidding documents shall specify the payment method and terms offered, whether
alternative payment methods and terms will be allowed, and, if so, how the terms will
affect bid evaluation.
Alternative Bids
2.37 The bidding documents shall clearly indicate when bidders are allowed to submit
alternative bids, how alternative bids should be submitted, how bid prices should be
offered, and the basis on which alternative bids shall be evaluated.
Conditions of Contract
2.38 The contract documents shall clearly define the scope of work to be performed, the
goods to be supplied, the services to be provided, the rights and obligations of the
19

Borrower and of the Supplier or Contractor, and the functions and authority of the
Engineer, Architect, or Construction Manager, if one is employed by the Borrower, in the
supervision and administration of the contract. In addition to the general conditions of
contract, any particular conditions for the specific goods, works, and non-consulting
services to be procured and the location of the project shall be included. The conditions of
contract shall provide a balanced allocation of risks and liabilities.
Performance Security and Retention Money
2.39 Contracts for works and single responsibility contracts shall require security in an
amount sufficient to protect the Borrower in case of breach of contract by the Contractor.
This security shall be provided in an appropriate form and amount, as specified by the
Borrower in the bidding document.46 The amount of the security may vary, depending on
the type of security furnished and on the nature and magnitude of the works or facilities.
A portion of this security shall extend sufficiently beyond the date of completion of the
works or facilities to cover the defects liability or maintenance period up to final
acceptance by the Borrower. Contracts for works may provide for a percentage of each
periodic payment to be held as retention money until final acceptance. Contractors may
be allowed to replace retention money with an equivalent security in the form of a Bank
security or guarantee after provisional acceptance.
2.40 In contracts for the supply of goods, the need for performance security depends on
the market conditions and commercial practice for the particular kind of goods. Suppliers
or manufacturers may be required to provide a security in an appropriate and reasonable
amount to protect against nonperformance of the contract. The security shall, if required,
also cover warranty obligations and any installation or commissioning requirements in
accordance with the applicable SBD.
Liquidated Damages and Bonus Clauses
2.41 Provisions for liquidated damages or similar provisions in an appropriate amount
shall be included in the conditions of contract when delays in the delivery of goods,
completion of works, or failure of the goods, works, and non-consulting services to meet
performance requirements would result in extra cost, or loss of revenue, or loss of other
benefits to the Borrower. Provision may also be made for a bonus to be paid to suppliers
or contractors for completion of works or delivery of goods ahead of the times specified
in the contract when such earlier completion or delivery would be of benefit to the
Borrower.

46

The format of the performance security shall be in accordance with the SBDs and shall be issued by a reputable bank or financial
institution, such as an insurance, or bonding or surety company, selected by the bidder. If the security is issued by a financial
institution located outside the country of the Borrower, such financial institution shall have a correspondent financial institution
located in the country of the Borrower to make it enforceable. Bidders shall be allowed to submit bank guarantees directly issued
by the bank of their choice located in any eligible country.
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Annex 3

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
(Sub-)
Clause
2.1

Title
Right of
Access to
the Site

Annex 1 Order No. 146
Romanian text

Annex 1 Order No. 146
English text

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

În termen de 28 zile de la Data de
Incepere a Lucrãrilor, Beneficiarul
va acorda Antrepreno-rului dreptul
de acces pe Şantier şi punerea în
posesia acestuia. Beneficiarul are
posibilitatea
de
a
acorda
Antreprenorului dreptul de acces în
Şantier şi punerea în posesia
acestuia şi etapizat, pe Sectoare,
acesta având obligaţia sã execute
Lucrarile în conformitate cu aceastã
etapizare
şi
cu
respectarea
termenelor contractuale stabilite.

Within 28 days from the
Commencement Date of the Works,
the Employer shall grant the
Contractor the right of access to,
and possession of the Site. The
Employer also has the possibility to
grant the Contractor the right of
access to, and possession of the Site
in stages, on Sections, the latter
having the obligation to perform the
Works according to such stages,
while observing the agreed contract
terms.

Beneficiarul
va
acorda
Antreprenorului dreptul de acces pe
Şantier şi punerea în posesia
acestuia astfel încât sã se realizeze
lucrãrile ce fac obiectul prezentului
Contract cu respectarea Duratei de
Execuţie a Lucrãrilor.

The Employer shall grant the
Contractor the right of access to,
and possession of the Site, so as to
achieve the works representing the
subject matter of the present
Contract, while observing the Time
for Completion of the Works.

The Contractor shall give the
Contractor right of access to, and
possession of, all parts of the Site
within the time (or times) stated in the
Appendix to Tender. The right and
possession may not be exclusive to the
Contractor. If, under the Contract, the
Employer is required to give (to the
Contractor)
possession
of
any
foundation, structure, plant or means of
access, the Employer shall do so in the
time and manner stated in the
Employer’s Requirements. However,
the Employer may withhold any such
right or possession until the
Performance Security has been
received.

Antreprenorul nu va formula nicio
revendicare
în
legaturã
cu
împrejurarea cã punerea în posesie
a Şantierului se va realiza etapizat,
pe Sectoare, şi îşi va revizui
corespunzãtor
programul
de
execuţie astfel încât sã asigure
finalizarea execuţiei fiecãrui Sector
pânã la expirarea Duratei de
Execuţie a Lucrãrilor.

The Contractor shall not express
any claim in relation to the
circumstance that the possession of
the Site shall be done gradually, on
Sections, and the Execution
Programme shall be revised
accordingly, so as to make sure that
execution of each Section will be
completed until the expiry of the
Time for Completion of the Works.

Antreprenorul va fi singurul
responsabil pentru a-ţi asigura orice
drept de acces şi posesia pentru
orice
suprafaţã
de
teren
suplimentarã faţã de locurile în care
vor
fi
executate
Lucrãrile
Permanente.
Aceste
suprafeţe
suplimentare
cuprind
locuri

The Contractor shall be the sole
responsible for providing any right
of access and the possession of any
land surface additional to the places
where the Permanent Works shall
be performed. These additional
surfaces comprise the places
necessary for the Temporary

If no such time is stated in the
Appendix to Tender, the Employer
shall give the Contractor right of access
to, and possession of, the Site within
such times as may be required to
enable the Contractor to proceed in
accordance with the programme
submitted under Sub-Clause 8.3
[Programme].
If the Contractor suffers delay and/or
incurs cost as a result of a failure by the
Employer to give any such right or
possession within such time, the
Contractor shall give notice to the
Engineer and shall be entitled subject
to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s
Claims] to:
(a) an extension of time of any such
delay, if completion is or will be

EIC Comments
According to this Particular
Condition, the right to claim for
lack of access to the Site has
been significantly restricted.
The contract now provides that
the access to the Site may be
given gradually by sections
which are to be defined at the
Commencement Date and by
reference
to
which
the
Contractor is to adjust its
programme of Works. The
Contractor waives any right to
claim against the handing over
of the Site by sections,
regardless of (1) how large or
small these sections are; (2)
where they are located; (3) the
disruption and additional costs
associated with any necessary
mobilisation and remobilisation.
By contrast the FIDIC 2010
MDB Harmonised Construction
Contract states that:. “...the
Employer shall give the
Contractor right of access to,
and possession of, the Site
within such times as required to
enable the Contractor to
proceed without disruption in
accordance with the programme
submitted under Sub-Clause 8.3
[Programme]”.

Similar situation
exists in
Bulgaria (BG) /
Sofia
Metro
Extension:
Paragraphs dealing
with the Contractor’s
entitlement to an
Extension of Time
and Cost if the
Employer fails to
hand-over the Site on
time, is deleted.
Poland
(PL)
/
National
Law:
There is a tendency
not to pass on to the
Contractor
full
access to the Site at
the start of the
execution of the
Contract.

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
(Sub-)
Clause

Title

Annex 1 Order No. 146
Romanian text

Annex 1 Order No. 146
English text

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

necesare
pentru
Lucrãrile
Provizorii, drumuri de acces şi
organizarea
de
şantier
a
Antreprenorului.
Suprafeţele
pentru
Lucrãri
Provizorii a cãror poziţionare este
în afara zonei afectate de lucrãrile
Acordului
Contractual
trebuie
asigurate de cãtre Antreprenor pe
cheltuiala acestuia, dar trebuie
considerate ca parte a Şantierului.

Works, access roads and site
organization of the Contractor. The
surfaces for Temporary Works the
positioning of which is outside the
area affected by the Contract
Agreement’s works must be
provided by the Contractor on their
expense, but considered as part of
the Site.

delayed, under Sub-Clause 8.4
[Extension of Time for Completion],
and

Antreprenorul
va
permite
desfãşurarea unui trafic fluent de
vehicule şi persoane, în toate
condiţiile climatice pentru public,
pe toate drumurile asociate cu sau
afectate de Contract şi de asemenea
pentru proprietari sau locatari ai
proprietãţilor învecinate, cât şi
pentru proprietari de utilitãţi şi
operatori/furnizori
de
servicii
utilitare pe durata executãrii
Lucrãrilor.
Antreprenorul nu va putea dobândi
niciun teren şi nici drepturi asupra
unui teren pe care se vor efectua
Lucrãrile Permanente în absenţa
unui acord, obţinut în prealabil, în
scris, din partea Beneficiarului.
Dreptul de proprietate asupra unui
teren, împreunã cu orice alte
drepturi privind un teren, teren
dobândit de cãtre Antreprenor la
alegerea sa şi care a fost inclus
ulterior în Lucrãrile Permanente, se
vor transfera Beneficiarului, la
solicitarea acestuia, în mod gratuit
şi degrevat de orice sarcini.

The Contractor shall allow the
existence of a fluent circulation for
vehicles and persons, under all
weather circumstances for the
public, on all the roads related to or
affected by the Contract and also
for owners or inhabitants of
neighboring properties, as well as
for owners of utilities and utilitary
services operators / providers
during the execution of the Works.
The Contractor shall not be able to
obtain any land nor rights over a
land onto which the Permanent
Works are to be performed, unless
previously obtaining a written
consent from the Employer.
The ownership right over a land,
together with all other rights
regarding a land, land obtained by
the Contractor upon his own choice
and which later on has been
included in the Permanent Works,
shall be transferred to the
Employer, upon the latter’s request,
for free and discharged of any lien.

(b) Payment of any such Cost plus
reasonable profit, which shall be
included in the Contract Price.
After receiving this notice, the
Engineer shall proceed in accordance
with Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]
to agree or determine these matters.
However, if and to the extent that the
Employer’s failure was caused by any
error or delay by the Contractor’s
Documents, the Contractor shall not be
entitled to such extension of time, Cost
or profit.

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
(Sub-)
Clause

4.4

4.7

Title

Annex 1 Order No. 146
Romanian text

Annex 1 Order No. 146
English text

Transferul unui astfel de teren se va
efectua în conformitate cu legislaţia
românã în vigoare. La finalizarea
unui astfel de transfer, Beneficiarul
îi va acorda Antrepreno-rului
dreptul de acces la acest teren în
conformitate
cu
dispoziţiile
prezentei Sub-Clauze.

The transfer of such a land shall be
done according to the Romanian
laws in force. Upon conclusion of
such a transfer, the Employer shall
grant the Contractor the right of
access to this land in compliance
with the provisions of this SubClause

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

EIC Comments

Subcontractor
s

Setting
out of the
Works

Similar situation
exists in

Poland (PL):
Pursuant to art 6471
of the Civil Code
there is a joint and
several liability of
Employer
and
Contractor
for
payment
to
subcontractors.
Thus
the
Employers demand
the Contractors to
prove payment to
subs prior to their
own application for
payment.
Sometimes
they
even want to pay
directly
to
subcontractors bypassing
the
Contractor
Antreprenorul va trasa Lucrãrile în
funcţie
de
reperii
originali,
coordonatele şi cotele de referinţã
specificate
în
Contract
sau
notificate
de
cãtre
Inginer.
Antreprenorul
va
avea
responsabilitatea de a amplasa
corect toate pãrţile de Lucrãri şi va

The Contractor shall set out the
Works in relation to original
reference points, coordinates and
reference levels specified in the
Contract or notified by the
Engineer. The Contractor shall be
responsible
for
the
correct
positioning of all parts of the

The Contractor shall set out the Works
in relation to original points, lines and
levels of reference specified in the
Contract or notified by the Engineer.
The Contractor shall be responsible for
the correct positioning of all parts of
the Works, and shall rectify any error
in the positions, levels, dimensions or

This Particular Condition takes
out the Contractor’s entitlement
to extension of time and
reimbursement of Cost in case
an error is found in any of the
original items of reference,
which
an
experienced
contractor could not reasonably

Bulgaria (BG) /
Sofia
Metro
Extension:
The
Contractor shall be
responsible for the
correct positioning
of all parts of the
Works and shall

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
(Sub-)
Clause

Title

Annex 1 Order No. 146
Romanian text

Annex 1 Order No. 146
English text

rectifica
orice
eroare
de
amplasament, cotã, dimensiune sau
traseu ale Lucrãrilor.

Works, and shall rectify any error
in the positions, levels, dimensions
or alignment of the Works.
Rest of paragraph deleted!

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text
alignment of the Works.
The Employer shall be responsible for
any errors in these specified or notified
items of reference, but the Contractor
shall use reasonable efforts to verify
their accuracy before they are used.
If the Contractor suffers delay and/or
incurs Cost from executing work which
was necessitated by an error in these
items of reference, and an experienced
contractor could not reasonably have
discovered such error and avoided this
delay and/or Cost,
the Contractor shall give notice to the
Engineer and shall be entitled subject
to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s
Claims] to:
(a) an extension of time for any such
delay, if completion is or will be
delayed, under Sub-Clause 8.4
[Extension of Time for Completion],
and
(b) payment of any such Cost plus
reasonable profit, which shall be
included in the Contract Price.
After receiving this notice, the
Engineer shall proceed in accordance
with Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]
to agree or determine (i) whether and
(if so) to what extent the error could
not reasonably have been discovered,
and (ii) the matters described in subparagraphs (a) and (b) above related to
this extent.

EIC Comments
have discovered.
Given that on many occasions
Employer’s Requirements in
CCE
countries
lack
in
precision,
often
because
Contracting Authorities rush to
launch new tenders in order to
absorb the relevant EU funds,
unreliable tender documents
have sometimes resulted in
significant errors in setting-out
which, in turn, has lead to
significant delays at the outset
of the project.

Similar situation
exists in
rectify any error in
the
positions,
levels, dimensions
or alignment of the
Works.

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
(Sub-)
Clause

Title

4.10

Site Data

4.12

Unforeseea
ble Physical

Annex 1 Order No. 146
Romanian text

Annex 1 Order No. 146
English text

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in
Poland (PL):
By modifying this
sub-clause
the
Employer in fact
transfers the risk
connected
to
description of the
subject of contract.
This is even more
hazardous
since
later in sub-clause
4.10 the Contractor
has to declare that
he had checked and
verified
the
Construction Site
conditions,
its
surroundings
as
well
as
other
available
information
and,
prior to submitting
his bid, considered
them sufficient with
regards
to
all
related
issues
including (but not
limited to):
-shape
and
characteristic of the
Construction Site
along
with
subsurface
conditions,
-hydrologic
and
climatic conditions.

Exceptând
cazurile
în
care
Contractul nu menţioneazã altceva:

Except for the situations when
otherwise mentioned in the

In
this
Sub-Clause,
“physical
conditions” means natural physical

Adverse physical conditions
unforeseen at tender stage have

Bulgaria
Sofia

(BG) /
Metro

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
(Sub-)
Clause

Title
Conditions

Annex 1 Order No. 146
Romanian text
(a) Antreprenorul va fi obligat sã fi
obţinut toate informaţiile necesare
cu privire la riscuri, diverse şi
neprevãzute
precum
şi
alte
circumstanţe care pot influenţa sau
afecta Lucrãrile;
(b) prin semnarea Contractului,
Antreprenorul
acceptã
responsabilitatea totalã pentru cã şia prevãzut toate dificultãţile şi
costurile pentru finalizarea cu
succes a Lucrãrilor, şi
(c) Preţul Contractului nu va fi
ajustat pentru a lua în considerare
orice
dificultate
sau
cost
neprevãzut.

Annex 1 Order No. 146
English text
Contract:
(a) The Contractor shall have the
obligation to obtain all necessary
information regarding the risks,
various and unforeseen, as well as
other circumstances that might
influence or affect the Works`;
(b) by signing the Contract, the
Contractor
accepts
full
responsibility for the fact that he
has foreseen all difficulties and
costs for successfully finishing the
Works, and
(c) the Contract Price shall not be
adjusted to take into consideration
any difficulty or unforeseen cost.

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text
conditions and manmade and other
physical obstructions and pollutants,
which the Contractor encounters at the
Site when executing the Works,
including sub-surface and hydrological
conditions but excluding climatic
conditions.
If the Contractor encounters adverse
physical conditions which he considers
to have been Unforeseeable, the
Contractor shall give notice to the
Engineer as soon as practicable.
This notice shall describe the physical
conditions, so that they can be
inspected by the Engineer, and shall set
out the reasons why the Contractor
considers them to be Unforeseeable.
The
Contractor
shall
continue
executing the Works, using such proper
and reasonable measures as are
appropriate for the physical conditions,
and shall comply with any instructions
which the Engineer may give. If an
instruction constitutes a Variation,
Clause
13
[Variations
and
Adjustments] shall apply.
If and to the extent that the Contractor
encounters physical conditions which
are Unforeseeable, gives such a notice,
and suffers delay and/or incurs Cost
due to these conditions, the Contractor
shall be entitled subject to Sub-Clause
20.1 [Contractor’s Claims] to:
(a) an extension of time for any such
delay, if completion is or will be
delayed,
under Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of

EIC Comments
been a common cause of delay
and disputes in EU-financed
contracts in the CEE region.
The reason for this has often
been due to the lack of project
preparation before a tender is
launched
leading
to
discrepancies
between
the
geological and hydrological
conditions anticipated at tender
stage and the actual site
conditions.
This
Particular
Condition
reproduces the wording of the
FIDIC “Silver Book” and the
risk allocation is at variance
with the traditional FIDIC
position which states that the
risk of unforeseeable conditions
is borne by the Employer. This
is also the rule in most civil law
jurisdictions.
EIC holds that the language
used in this Sub-Clause is
uncompromising in the extreme
and its scope and application are
much more wide-ranging than
any previous clause covering
unforeseen conditions. The
consequential effects of all
unforeseen
difficulties
are
passed to the Contractor,
“Except as otherwise stated in
the Contract”. Sub-Clause 4.12
(b) requires the Contractor to
foresee and allow in the price
for every eventuality however
unforeseeable!

Similar situation
exists in
Extension:
The
Contractor assumes
the risk of subsurface
and
hydrological
conditions.
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Time for Completion], and
(b) payment of any such Cost, which
shall be included in the Contract Price.
After receiving such notice and
inspecting and/or investigating these
physical conditions, the Engineer shall
proceed in accordance with Sub-Clause
3.5 [Determinations] to agree or
determine (i) whether and (if so) to
what extent these physical conditions
were Unforeseeable, and (ii) the
matters described in subparagraphs (a)
and (b) above related to this extent.
However, before additional Cost is
finally agreed or determined under
subparagraph (ii), the Engineer may
also review whether other physical
conditions in similar parts of the Works
(if any) were more favourable than
could reasonably have been foreseen
when the Contractor submitted the
Tender. If and to the extent that these
more favourable conditions were
encountered, the Engineer may proceed
in accordance with Sub-Clause 3.5
[Determinations] to agree or determine
the reductions in Cost which were due
to these conditions, which may be
included (as deductions) in the
Contract
Price
and
Payment
Certificates. However, the net effect of
all adjustments under sub-paragraph
(b) and all these reductions, for all the
physical conditions encountered in
similar parts of the Works, shall not
result in a net reduction in the Contract
Price.
The Engineer may take account of any

EIC Comments
Presumably this is intended to
include
events
that
are
completely out with the control
of the Contractor. It is difficult
to imagine a clause which
would be more threatening to
contractors and which would
leave them more open to
unscrupulous Employers who
could allege that any difficulty,
however inconceivable at tender
stage, could be laid at the
Contractor's door under this
Sub-Clause.

Similar situation
exists in
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EIC Comments

evidence of the physical conditions
foreseen by the Contractor when
submitting the Tender, which may be
made available by the Contractor, but
shall not be bound by any such
evidence.
4.24

Fossils /
Ammuniti
on

Înainte de începerea oricãror
Lucrãri, Antreprenorul pe propria
cheltuiala şi propriul risc, va
efectua inspecţie completã a
Şantierului şi a oricãror suprafeţe
pe care se vor executa Lucrãri sau
se intenţioneazã sã se execute, cu
scopul de a identifica orice
suprafeţe în care este posibil sã fie
gãsite fosile, monede, articole de
valoare sau antichitãţi, structuri,
muniţii sau alte rãmãşiţe sau
articole de interes geologic sau
arheologic. O copie a rezultatului
acestei inspecţii va fi transmisa
Inginerului înainte de începerea
oricãror lucrãri.

Before commencing any Works, the
Contractor, at his costs and own
risk, shall perform a full inspection
of the Site and of any surfaces onto
which Works will or are intended to
be performed, with a view to
identify all surfaces where fossils,
coins, items of value or antiquities,
structures, ammunitions or other
remains or items of geological or
archeological interest. A copy of
this inspection’s results shall be
sent to the Engineer before
commencing any works.

Toate fosilele, monedele, articolele
de valoare sau antichitãţile,
împreunã cu construcţiile şi alte
rãmãşiţe sau elemente de interes
arheologic sau geologic descoperite
pe Şantier vor fi încredinţate în
grija
şi
sub
autoritatea
Beneficiarului. În conformitate cu
legislaţia românã în vigoare, orice
obiecte gãsite devin automat
proprietatea
statului
român.
Antreprenorul va preda orice astfel
de obiecte autoritãţilor române.
Antreprenorul va lua toate mãsurile
necesare pentru a opri Personalul

All fossils, coins, items of value or
antiquities, together with the
constructions and other remains or
elements of archeological or
geological interest discovered on
Site shall be placed under the care
and authority of the Employer.
According to the Romanian
legislation in force, any found
objects will automatically enter into
the ownership of the Romanian
state. The Contractor shall handover all such object to the
Romanian
authorities.
The
contractor shall take all due

All fossils, coins, articles of value or
antiquity, and structures and other
remains or items of geological or
archaeological interest found on the
Site shall be placed under the care and
authority of the Employer. The
Contractor shall take reasonable
precautions to prevent Contractor’s
Personnel or other persons from
removing or damaging any of these
findings.
The Contractor shall, upon discovery
of any such finding, promptly give
notice to the Engineer, who shall issue
instructions for dealing with it. If the
Contractor suffers delay and/or incurs
Cost from complying with the
instructions, the Contractor shall give a
further notice to the Engineer and shall
be entitled subject to Sub-Clause 20.1
[Contractor’s Claims] to:
(a) an extension of time for any such
delay, if completion is or will be
delayed, under Sub-Clause 8.4
[Extension of Time for Completion],
and
(b) payment of any such Cost, which
shall be included in the Contract Price.
After receiving this further notice, the
Engineer shall proceed in accordance

This Particular Conditions takes
out the Contractor’s entitlement
to extension of time and
reimbursement of Cost in case
it finds Fossils.

Similar situation
exists in
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Antreprenorului sau alte persoane
de la înlãturarea sau deteriorarea
acestor descoperiri.

measures
to
prevent
the
Contractor's Personnel or other
persons
from
removing
or
damaging any of these findings.

with Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]
to agree or determine these matters.

Antreprenorul va urma procedura
prevãzutã de Ordinul comun al
ministrulului transporturilor şi
infrastructurii şi al ministrului
culturii şi patrimoniului naţional nr.
653/2497/2010 pentru instituirea
Programului naţional de cercetare
arheologicã "Autostrada" şi de
<>Ordinul ministrului culturii şi
patrimoniului
naţional
nr.
2562/2010
privind
aprobarea
Procedurii
de
acordare
a
autorizaţiilor pentru cercetarea
arheologicã.
Dupã descoperirea unor astfel de
obiecte, Antreprenorul va transmite
cu promptitudine o înştiinţare
Inginerului,
care
va
emite
instrucţiuni pentru modul de
soluţionare.
5.1

General
Obligation
s
for
Design

Antreprenorul va fi obligat sã fi
examinat înainte de Data de bazã,
Cerinţele Beneficiarului (inclusiv
standarde de proiectare şi calculare,
dacã este cazul).
Antreprenorul va fi responsabil
pentru proiectarea Lucrãrilor şi
pentru acurateţea acelor Cerinţe ale
Beneficiarului (inclusiv standarde
de proiectare şi calcul).
Beneficiarul nu va fi responsabil de
orice eroare, inacurateţe sau
omisiune de orice fel din Cerinţele

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in

This Particular Condition adopts
the wording of the FIDIC
“Silver Book” and stipulates
that “The Employer shall not be
responsible for any error,
inaccuracy or omission of any
kind
in
the
Employer’s
Requirements as originally
included in the Contract”. Thus
the Contractor is obliged to take
event the risk of Employer’s
errors – including design criteria
and calculations – and becomes
responsible for the accuracy of

Bulgaria (BG) /
Sofia
Metro
Extension:
The
Employer is not
responsible for the
errors
in
the
Employer’s
Requirements and
Conceptual Design.
The Contractor has
to correct any error
in the Conceptual
Design at his own
cost.

The Contractor shall follow the
steps foreseen within the Joint
Order no. 653/2497/2010 issued by
the Minister of Transports and
Infrastructure and by the Minister
of Culture and National Patrimony
for
applying
the
National
Archeological Research Program
“The Motorway” and within the
Order no.2562/2010 issued by the
Minister of Culture and National
Patrimony in relation to approving
the
Procedure
for
granting
authorizations for archeological
research.
The
Contractor
shall,
upon
discovery of any such findings,
promptly give notice to the
Engineer,
who
shall
issue
instructions for dealing with them.
The Contractor shall have the
obligation to previously check the
Base
Data,
the
Employer’s
Requirements (standards for design
and calculation inclusive, if
necessary).
The Contractor shall be responsible
for the design of the Works and for
the accuracy of those Requirements
of the Employer (standards for
design and calculation inclusive).
The Employer shall not bear
responsibility for any error,

The Contractor shall carry out, and be
responsible for, the design of the
Works. Design shall be prepared by
qualified designers who are engineers
or other professionals who comply with
the criteria (if any) stated in the
Employer’s Requirements. Unless
otherwise stated in the Contract, the
Contractor shall submit to the Engineer
for consent the name and particulars of
each proposed designer and design
Subcontractor.
The Contractor warrants that he, his
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Beneficiarului incluse iniţial în
Contract şi nu va fi obligat sã fi
demonstrat
acurateţea
sau
completitudinea oricãror date sau
informaţii, cu excepţia celor
menţionate mai jos. Orice date sau
informaţii
primite
de
cãtre
Antreprenor de la Beneficiar sau
altfel, nu vor degreva Antreprenorul
de responsabilitãţile sale în privinţa
proiectãrii şi execuţiei Lucrãrilor.

inaccuracy or omission of any kind
from the Employer’s Requirements
initially included in the Contract
and he shall not have the obligation
to demonstrate the accuracy or
completeness of any data or
information, except for the ones
mentioned below. Any data or
information received by the
Contractor from the Employer or
otherwise, shall not free the
Contractor from his responsibilities
in relation to the design and
execution of the Works.

designers and design Subcontractors
have the experience and capability
necessary for the design. The
Contractor
undertakes
that
the
designers shall be available to attend
discussions with the Engineer at all
reasonable times, until the expiry date
of the relevant Defect Notification
Period.

În orice caz, Antreprenorul va
rãspunde
dacã
va
corecta
urmãtoarele
fragmente
din
Cerinţele
Beneficiarului
şi
urmãtoarele date şi informaţii
furnizate de (sau în numele
Beneficiarului):

a) secţiuni, date şi informaţii care
sunt menţionate în Contract ca fiind
de
neschimbat
sau
în
responsabilitatea Beneficiarului.
(b)
definiţii
despre
scopul
intenţionat al Lucrãrilor sau oricãrei
parţi din Lucrãri
(c) specificaţii pentru testarea şi
verificarea Lucrãrilor Finalizate

Antreprenorul va acţiona cã şi va
îndeplini obligaţiile în calitate de
proiectant în conformitate cu
prevederile
Legii
Romaneşti.
Antreprenorul va avea obligaţia

Nonetheless, the Contractor shall be
held responsible for correcting the
following
fragments
in
the
Employer’s Requirements and the
following data and information
supplied by (or on behalf of) the
and
information
which
are
mentioned in the Contract as being
unchangeable or incumbent on the
Employer.
(a) sections, data and information
which are mentioned in the
Contract as being unchangeable or
incumbent on the Employer.
(b) definitions about the intended
purpose of the Works or of any part
within the Works
(c) specifications for testing and
checking the Completed Works

The Contractor shall perform and

Upon receiving notice under SubClause 8.1 [Commencement of Works],
the Contractor shall scrutinise the
Employer’s Requirements (including
design criteria and calculations, if any)
and the items of reference mentioned in
Sub-Clause 4.7 [Setting Out]. Within
the period stated in the Appendix to
Tender,
calculated
from
the
Commencement Date, the Contractor
shall give notice to the Engineer of any
error, fault or other defect found in the
Employer’s Requirements or these
items of reference.
After receiving this notice, the
Engineer shall determine whether
Clause
13
[Variations
and
Adjustments] shall be applied, and shall
give notice to the Contractor
accordingly.
If and to the extent that (taking account
of cost and time) an experienced
contractor exercising due care would
have discovered the error, fault or other
defect when examining the Site and the
Employer’s
Requirements
before
submitting the Tender, the Time for
Completion shall not be extended and
the Contract Price shall not be adjusted.

EIC Comments
the Employer’s Requirements
which he is deemed to have
been scrutinised prior to the
Base Date.
The problem created by this
statement is particularly evident
when considering the important
matter of the Employer's
responsibility for design criteria.
This would normally be the
Employer’s responsibility, yet
the Silver Book fails to establish
this as a fundamental principle
and this should be covered by
the exceptions provided for in
this Sub-Clause.
The Sub-Clause is equally vague
on the likely content of the
Employer's Requirements. The
Contractor is expected, prior to
submission of the Tender, to
check
the
Employer's
Requirements and to verify his
design criteria and calculations.
To do this properly and establish
a high degree of confidence in
the Employer's data would be an
enormous undertaking.
Design criteria encompass many
and varied technical matters that
include amongst other things,
quality
standards,
process
design, capacity, design life and,
in the case of process and power
plants,
equipment
specifications. The Contractor
must not only establish whether
the design criteria are factually

Similar situation
exists in
Poland (PL) /
National
Law:
There is a tendency
to pass to the
Contractor the risks
connected
with
possible errors in
the design prepared
by the public (and
private) Employers.
No possibility to
get Extension of
Time or additional
payment in the case
of errors in the
Employer’s
Requirements – the
risk of description
of the subject of the
contract
is
transferred to the
Contractor.
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angajãrii unui verificator de proiect
atestat.

accomplish his obligations as
designer according to the provisions
of Romanian Laws. The Contractor
shall have the obligation to hire a
certified person for checking the
design.

Antreprenorul va avea dreptul, cu
condiţia respectãrii prevederilor
Sub-Clauzei 20.1 [Revendicãrile
Antreprenorului] la o prelungire a
Duratei de Execuţie dacã şi în
mãsura
în
care
terminarea
Lucrãrilor potrivit prevederilor
Sub-Clauzei
10.1
[Recepţia
Lucrãrilor şi a Sectoarelor de
Lucrãri], este sau va fi întârziatã de
urmãtoarele cauze:

The Contractor shall be entitled, on
condition that he observes the
provisions in Sub-Clause 20.1
[Contractor’s Claims] to an
extension of the Time for
Completion if and to the extent to
which the completion of the Works
according to the provisions in SubClause 10.1 [Taking-over of Works
and Sections of Works] is or will be
delayed due to the following
causes:

(a) o Modificare (dacã nu s-a
convenit o actualizare a Duratei de
Execuţie potrivit prevederilor SubClauzei 13.3 [Procedura de
Modificare]),

(a) a Variation (unless an
adjustment to the Time for
Completion has been agreed upon
pursuant to the provisions of SubClause 13.3 [Variation Procedure]),

(b) un motiv de întârziere care
acordã dreptul prelungirii Duratei
de Execuţie potrivit prevederilor
unei Sub-Clauze din aceste Condiţii
de Contract,

(b) a reason for delay which gives
entitlement to the extension of the
Time for Completion according to
the provisions of a Sub-Clause
within
these
Conditions
of
Contract,

(c) condiţii climaterice adverse

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in

correct but must also establish
whether they are adequate to
achieve the desired performance
and intended purpose, all in the
limited time available during the
tender period! Inevitably, it will
be prudent for contractors to
establish their own design
criteria to ensure compatibility
with their own design and to
make this an integral part of the
offer, even where design criteria
have been provided by the
Employer.
Bulgaria (BG) /
Sofia
Metro
Extension:
SubClause 8.5 [Delays
caused
by
Authorities] is not
applicable.

The Contractor shall be entitled subject
to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s
Claims] to an extension of the Time for
Completion if and to the extent that
completion for the purposes of SubClause 10.1 [Taking Over of the Works
and Sections] is or will be delayed by
any of the following causes:
(a) a Variation (unless an adjustment to
the Time for Completion has been
agreed
under
Sub-Clause
13.3
[Variation Procedure]) or other
substantial change in the quantity of an
item of work included in the Contract,
(b) a cause of delay giving an
entitlement to extension of time under
a Sub-Clause of these Conditions,
(c) exceptionally
conditions,

adverse

climatic

In support of a claim for adverse
climatic
conditions,
the
Contractor will now need to
demonstrate the exceptionality
of those conditions by reference
to the relevant statistics of the
last 10 years.
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speciale care au o influenţã directã
asupra progresului Lucrãrilor şi
care survin în intervalul martienoiembrie, inclusiv condiţii de
temperaturã, precipitaţii şi/sau vânt
definite drept condiţii climaterice
mai dificile decât media lunarã pe
ultimii 10 ani pentru lunile
relevante plus sau minus variaţia
lunarã standard pentru un interval
de 10 ani pentru lunile relevante,
valoare mãsuratã de cãtre Institutul
Naţional de Meteorologie la staţia
meteorologicã cea mai apropiatã
unde condiţiile climaterice sunt
comparabile cu cele prezente pe
şantier. Stabilirea perioadei de
aplicabilitate nu va fi mai mare
decât timpul actual, mãsurat în zile,
derivat din analiza statisticã şi nu va
include
zile
suplimentare
considerate necesare pentru a
remedia condiţiile prezente pe
şantier care au fost afectate de
variaţiile
climaterice
adverse
speciale. Cei trei factori climaterici:
temperaturã, precipitaţii; vânt vor fi
luaţi în considerare în combinaţie
sau separat şi estimat dacã ziua
respectivã se calificã drept o zi cu
condiţii
climaterice
adverse
speciale sau nu.

(c) exceptionally adverse climatic
conditions which have a direct
influence upon the progress of
Works and which occur during the
time period March – November,
temperature conditions inclusive, as
well as rainfalls and / or wind
defined as climatic conditions more
difficult than the monthly average
during the last 10 years for the
relevant months, plus or minus the
standard monthly fluctuation for a
10-year interval for the relevant
months, value measured by the
National Institute of Meteorology at
the weather base closest to where
the
climatic
conditions
are
comparable to the ones existing on
site. The applicability period shall
be set so as to be no longer than the
actual time, measured in days,
derived from the statistical analysis
and it shall not include the extra
days believed as necessary for
repairing the conditions existing on
site that have been affected by the
exceptionally adverse climatic
conditions. The three climatic
factors: temperature, rainfalls, wind
shall be taken into consideration
combined or separately and there
shall be estimated whether the
particular day can be qualified as a
day with exceptionally adverse
climatic conditions or not.

(d)
lipsa
Imprevizibilã
a
personalului sau a Bunurilor,
datoratã unor epidemii sau acţiuni
guvernamentale, sau

d) the Unforeseeable shortages in
the availability of Personnel or

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

EIC Comments
EIC wonders why the provision
does not apply to the whole year
and why it is limited to three
climatic parameters, i.e. wind,
temperature and precipitation,
rather than applying to all
relevant factors, e.g. humidity.

(d) Unforeseeable shortages in the
availability of personnel or Goods
caused by epidemic or governmental
actions, or

Similar situation
exists in
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(e) o întârziere, impediment sau
obstacol cauzate de, sau care pot fi
atribuite
Beneficiarului,
Personalului Beneficiarului sau
altor antreprenori ai Beneficiarului
care îşi desfãşoarã activitatea pe
Şantier, dacã în fiecare caz care a
apãrut, Antreprenorul nu-l putea
rezonabil evita sau preîntâmpina

Goods, due to some epidemics or
governmental actions, or

(e) any delay, impediment or
prevention caused by or attributable to
the
Employer,
the
Employer’s
Personnel, or the Employer’s other
contractors on the Site.

Dacã Antreprenorul se considerã
îndreptãţit la o prelungire a Duratei
de Execuţie, Antreprenorul va
înştiinţa
Inginerul
potrivit
prevederilor Sub-Clauzei 20.1
[Revendicãrile
Antreprenorului].
Atunci când va stabili o prelungire
a Duratei de Execuţie conform
prevederilor Sub-Clauzei 20.1,
Inginerul va revedea cele stabilite
anterior şi va putea majora dar, în
niciun caz, nu va putea reduce
perioada cumulatã de prelungire.

14.1

Contract
Price

(e) any delay, impediment or
obstacle caused by, or which can be
attributed to the Employer, the
Employer’s Personnel or other
contractors of the Employer
performing their activity on Site, if
each situation could not be
reasonably avoided or prevented
If the Contractor considers himself
to be entitled to an extension of the
Time
for
Completion,
the
Contractor shall notify the Engineer
according to the provisions of SubClause
20.1
[Contractor’s
Complaints]. When setting an
extension of the Time for
Completion according to the
provisions of Sub-Clause 20.1, the
Engineer shall revise the previously
set determinations, and will be able
to increase, but under no
circumstances reduce, the total
period of extension.

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in

If the Contractor considers himself to
be entitled to an extension of the Time
for Completion, the Contractor shall
give notice to the Engineer in
accordance with Sub-Clause 20.1
[Contractor’s
Claims].
When
determining each extension of time
under Sub-Clause 20.1, the Engineer
shall review previous determinations
and may increase, but shall not
decrease, the total extension of time.

Cu excepţia altor prevederi ale
Condiţiilor Speciale:

Except for other provisions in the
Particular Conditions:

Unless otherwise stated
Particular Conditions:

(a) Preţul Contractului va fi
Valoarea de Contract Acceptatã ca
sumã forfetarã şi va face obiectul
unor actualizãri în conformitate cu
prevederile Contractului;

(a) the Contract Price will be the
lump-sum Accepted Contract Value
and will be subject to adjustments
in compliance with the Contract’s
provisions;

(a) the Contract Price shall be the lump
sum Accepted Contract Amount and be
subject to adjustments in accordance
with the Contract;

(b) Antreprenorul va plãti toate
taxele, impozitele şi onorariile pe
care acesta trebuie sã le plãteascã
potrivit prevederilor Contractului,
iar Preţul Contractului nu va fi

(b) The Contractor shall pay all
taxes, duties and fees required to be
paid by him under the Contract, and
the Contract Price shall not be
adjusted for any of these costs,

in

the

(b) the Contractor shall pay all taxes,
duties and fees required to be paid by
him under the Contract, and the
Contract Price shall not be adjusted for
any of these costs, except as stated in
Sub-Clause 13.7 [Adjustments for

Poland (PL):
it is common in
public
contracts
that Contract Price
is lump-sum, in big
(motorways
and
national
roads)
contracts it is the
official policy of
GDDKiA
(governmental
agency for national
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modificat în funcţie de aceste
costuri,
cu
excepţia
celor
specificate în Sub-Clauza 13.7
[Actualizãri Generate de Modificãri
ale Legilor];

except as stated in Sub-Clause 13.7
[Adjustments for Changes in
Legislation];

c) Antreprenorul va transmite
Inginerului, în termen de 14 zile de
la data aprobãrii în Comitetul
Tehnico-Economic
de
cãtre
Beneficiar a proiectului tehnic
(elaborat în conformitate cu
Cerinţele Beneficiarului), listele de
cantitãţi pe categorii de Lucrãri care
vor conţine pentru fiecare articol
menţionat preţul unitar. Valoarea
însumatã a articolelor (cantitate *
preţ unitar) din listele de cantitãţi
pentru fiecare categorie de Lucrãri
trebuie sã fie cel mult egalã cu
valoarea prevãzutã în Graficul de
Plãţi pentru acea categorie de
Lucrãri.
d) De asemenea, Antreprenorul va
furniza o defalcare detaliatã a
fiecãrui preţ unitar din listele de
cantitãţi pentru Lucrãri. Defalcarea
va conţine costul prevãzut pentru
manoperã,
materiale,
utilaje,
transport, precum şi procentele
prevãzute
pentru
cheltuieli
indirecte, profit. Inginerul va putea
folosi aceastã defalcare la evaluarea
oricãror modificãri ale preţurilor
unitare sau a oricãrui preţ unitar
nou, în conformitate cu prevederile
Sub-Clauzei 13.3 [Procedura de
modificare], dar nu va fi limitat de
aceasta.

c) The Contractor shall send to the
Engineer, within 14 days from the
date when the Employer grants
approval, within the TechnicalEconomic Board, to the technical
project (issued according to the
Employer’s Requirements), the bills
of quantities on categories of
Works which will contain the unit
price for each item mentioned. The
added value of the items (quantity *
unit price) in the bills of quantities
for each category of Works must be
at least equal to the value foreseen
in the Payment Schedule for that
particular category of Works.
d) Also, the Contractor shall submit
a detailed breakdown for each unit
price in the bills of quantities for
Works. The breakdown shall
contain the cost foreseen for
manual
labor,
materials,
equipments, transportation, as well
as the percentages foreseen for
indirect expenses, profit. The
Engineer will be able to use this
breakdown when evaluating any
changes in the unit prices or any
new unit price, according to the
provisions of Sub-Clause 13.3
[Variation Procedure], without
being bound by it.

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

EIC Comments

Changes in Legislation];

Similar situation
exists in
roads construction
and management)
that all contracts
are with lump sum
Price

(c) any quantities which may be set out
in a Schedule are estimated quantities
and are not to be taken as the actual
and correct quantities of the Works
which the Contractor is required to
execute; and
(d) any quantities or price data which
may be set out in a Schedule and may
be inapplicable for other purposes.
However, if any part of the Works is to
be paid according to quantity supplies
or work done, the provisions for
measurement and evaluation shall be as
stated in the Particular Conditions. The
Contract Price shall be determined
accordingly, subject to adjustments in
accordance with the Contract.

This
Particular
Condition
determines that the Contract
Price cannot be increased by
more than 10% of the Accepted
Contract Amount except when
price adjustments result from
Sub-Clauses 13.7 [Changes in
Legislation] and 13.8 [Changes
in Costs]. The State thus tries to

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
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Title

Contractor’s
Entitlement
to
Suspend
Works

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text
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Inginerul va înstiinta Beneficiarul şi
Antreprenorul ori de câte ori ia
cunostintã de faptul cã Preţul
Contractului poate depãşi Valoarea
de Contract Acceptatã sau orice
valoare de contract convenitã
ulterior
de
Beneficiar
şi
Antreprenor în cadrul unor Acte
Adiţionale la Contract, cu evaluarea
diferenţei respective.

The Engineer shall give notice to
the Employer and to the Contractor
each time he takes knowledge of
the fact that the Contract Price may
exceed the Accepted Contract
Value or any contract value agreed
thereafter by the Employer and the
Contractor within some Addenda to
the Contract, while evaluating the
particular difference.

În orice situaţie, Preţul Contractului
nu va putea depãşi cu mai mult de
10%
Valoarea
de
Contract
Acceptatã, cu excepţia prevederilor
sub-clauzelor 13.7 şi 13.8 din
Contract.

Irrespective of the situation, the
Contract Price shall not exceed with
more than 10% the Accepted
Contract Value, except for the
provisions of sub-clauses 13.7 and
13.8 in the Contract.

Dacã Inginerul nu reuşeşte sã ia o
decizie legatã de o certificare în
conformitate cu prevederile SubClauzei
14.6
[Emiterea
Certificatelor de Platã Interimare]
sau dacã Beneficiarul nu respectã
prevederile
Sub-Clauzei
14.7
[Plãţile], Antreprenorul poate, nu
mai devreme de 182 de zile dupã
înştiinţarea
Beneficiarului,
sã
suspende execuţia Lucrãrilor (sau
sã reducã ritmul de execuţie) pânã
la data la care Antreprenorul va
primi, dacã va primi, Certificatul de
Platã, o dovadã concretã sau plata,
dupã caz şi în conformitate cu cele
precizate în înştiinţare.

If the Engineer fails to take a
decision related to a certification in
accordance with Sub-Clause 14.6
[Issue
of
Interim
Payment
Certificates] or the Employer fails
to comply with Sub-Clause 14.7
[Payment], the Contractor may,
after giving not less than 182 days’
notice to the Employer, suspend the
Works (or reduce the execution
rate) unless and until the Contractor
has
received
the
Payment
Certificate, a reasonable evidence
or payment, as the case may be and
as described in the notice.

If the Engineer fails to certify in
accordance with Sub-Clause 14.6
[Issue of Interim Payment Certificates]
or the Employer fails to comply with
Sub-Clause 2.4 [Employer’s Financial
Arrangements] or Sub-Clause 14.7
[Payment], the Contractor may, after
giving not less than 21 days’ notice to
the Employer, suspend work (or reduce
the rate of work) unless and until the
Contractor has received the Payment
Certificate, reasonable evidence or
payment, as the case may be and as
described in the notice.

If

If the Contractor subsequently receives

Dacã
Antreprenorul
primeşte,
ulterior, Certificatul de Platã, o

the

Contractor

subsequently

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in

limit the Contract Price to 110
% of the Accepted Contract
Amount. However, the reality
on ongoing or finished projects
shows that the costs incurred by
the
Contractors
as
a
consequence of the risks taken
by the Employers and managed
by the Employers are indeed
exceeding this limit. The State
is, therefore, shifting the
consequences of his risks
towards the Contractors who are
not in the position of reducing
the costs as they can’t influence
the cause.

The Contractor’s action shall not
prejudice his entitlements to financing
charges under Sub-Clause 14.8
[Delayed Payment] and to termination
under Sub-Clause 16.2 [Termination by
Contractor].

Poland (PL)

The notification of 21 days
before suspension has been
prolonged to 183 days.

This entitlement is
either waived or
limited in public
contracts
in
a
similar way, that is
by extending of
time that must
elapse
between
notification
and
actual suspension.
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dovadã concretã sau plata (dupã
cum este prezentat în Sub-Clauza
corespunzãtoare şi în înştiinţarea de
mai sus) înainte de transmiterea
înştiinţãrii
de
reziliere
a
Contractului, Antreprenorul va fi
obligat sã reînceapã activitatea
normalã de îndatã ce acest lucru
este posibil.

receives such Payment Certificate,
evidence or payment (as described
in the relevant Sub-Clause and in
the above notice) before giving a
notice
of
termination,
the
Contractor shall resume normal
working as soon as is reasonably
practicable.

such Payment Certificate, evidence or
payment (as described in the relevant
Sub-Clause and in the above notice)
before giving a notice of termination,
the Contractor shall resume normal
working as soon as is reasonably
practicable.

If the Contractor suffers delay
and/or incurs additional Costs as a
result of suspending work (or
reducing the execution rate) in
accordance with this Sub-Clause,
the Contractor shall give notice to
the Engineer and shall be entitled
subject
to
Sub-Clause
20.1
[Contractor’s Claims] to

If the Contractor suffers delay and/or
incurs Cost as a result of suspending
work (or reducing the rate of work) in
accordance with this Sub-Clause, the
Contractor shall give notice to the
Engineer and shall be entitled subject
to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s
Claims] to:

Dacã Antreprenorul înregistreazã
întârzieri
şi/sau
Costuri
suplimentare
ca
urmare
a
suspendãrii Lucrãrilor (sau a
reducerii ritmului de execuţie) în
conformitate cu prevederile acestei
Sub-Clauze,
Antreprenorul
va
transmite o înştiinţare Inginerului
şi,
cu
condiţia
respectãrii
prevederilor Sub-Clauzei 20.1
[Revendicãrile Antreprenorului] va
avea dreptul la:
(a) o prelungire a duratei de
execuţie pentru orice astfel de
întârziere potrivit prevederilor SubClauzei 8.4 [Prelungirea Duratei de
Execuţie],
dacã
terminarea
lucrãrilor este sau va fi întârziatã, şi

(a) an extension of time for any
such delay, if completion is or will
be delayed, under Sub-Clause 8.4
[Extension
of
Time
for
Completion], and

(b) plata Costurilor suplimentare la
care se adaugã un profit rezonabil
care vor fi incluse în Preţul
Contractului.

(b) payment of any such additional
Costs plus reasonable profit, which
shall be included in the Contract
Price.

Dupã primirea acestei înştiinţãri,
Inginerul
va
acţiona,
în
conformitate cu prevederile SubClauzei 3.5 [Stabilirea Modului de
Soluţionare], pentru a conveni sau
stabili modul de soluţionare a

After receiving this notice, the
Engineer shall act in accordance
with
Sub-Clause
3.5
[Determinations] to agree upon or
determine the manner of dealing
with these matters.

(a) an extension of time for any such
delay, if completion is or will be
delayed, under Sub-Clause 8.4
[Extension of Time for Completion],
and
(b) payment of any such Cost plus
reasonable profit, which shall be
included in the Contract Price.
After receiving this notice, the
Engineer shall proceed in accordance
with Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]
to agree or determine these matters.

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in
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The Contractor shall be entitled to
terminate the Contract if:

The Contractor shall be entitled to
terminate the Contract if:

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in

acestor probleme.
16.2

Terminati
on
by
Contracto
r

Antreprenorul va fi îndreptãţit sã
rezilieze Contractul dacã:
(a)

(a) the Contractor does not receive the
reasonable evidence within 42 days
after giving notice under Sub-Clause
16.1 [Contractor’s Entitlement to
Suspend Work] in respect of a failure to
comply
with
Sub-Clause
2.4
[Employer’s Financial Arrangements],

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g) Inginerul nu reuşeşte sã
emitã Certificatul de Platã
în termen de 59 de zile
dupã primirea Situaţiei de
Lucrãri şi a documentelor
justificative,

(a) the Engineer fails to issue
the relevant Payment
Certificate, within 59 days
after receiving a Works
Statement and supporting
documents,

(b) nu primeşte suma datoratã
potrivit Certificatului Interimar de
Platã în termen de 42 de zile, dupã
data de expirare a perioadei
specificate în Sub-Clauza 14.7
[Plãţile], termen la care trebuie
efectuatã plata (cu excepţia
deducerilor prevãzute în SubClauza
2.5
[Revendicãrile
Beneficiarului],

(b) the Contractor does not receive
the amount due under an Interim
Payment Certificate within 42 days
after the expiry of the time stated in
Sub-Clause 14.7 [Payment] within
which payment is to be made
(except
for
deductions
in
accordance with Sub-Clause 2.5
[Employer’s Claims]),

(c) Beneficiarul nu îşi îndeplineşte
în mod substanţial obligaţiile
prevãzute în Contract,
(d) Beneficiarul nu respectã
prevederile
Sub-Clauzei
1.6
[Acordul Contractual] sau ale SubClauzei 1.7 [Cesionarea], sau

(c) the Employer substantially fails
to perform his obligations under the
Contract,
(d) the Employer fails to comply
with Sub-Clause 1.6 [Contract
Agreement] or with Sub-Clause 1.7
[Assignment], or

(b) the Engineer fails, within 56 days
after receiving a Statement and
supporting documents, to issue the
relevant Payment Certificate,
(c) the Contractor does not receive the
amount due under an Interim Payment
Certificate within 42 days after the
expiry of the time stated in Sub-Clause
14.7 [Payment] within which payment
is to be made (except for deductions in
accordance with Sub-Clause 2.5
[Employer’s Claims]),
(d) the Employer substantially fails to
perform his obligations under the
Contract,
(e) the Employer fails to comply with
Sub-Clause 1.6 [Contract Agreement]
or Sub-Clause 1.7 [Assignment],
(f) a prolonged suspension affects the
whole of the Works as described in
Sub-Clause
8.11
[Prolonged
Suspension], or
(g) the Employer becomes bankrupt or

Poland (PL)
This entitlement is
either waived or
limited in public
contracts
in
a
similar way, that is
by extending of
time that must
elapse
between
notification
and
actual suspension.
However, it is not
interrelated with a
DAB decision.
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(e) Beneficiarul devine falit sau
insolvabil, intrã în proces de
lichidare, primeşte un ordin de
punere sub sechestru împotriva lui,
ajunge la un acord cu creditorii sãi,
sau desfãşoarã în continuare o
afacere sub coordonarea unui
administrator judiciar, curator sau
manager în beneficiul acestor
creditori, sau dacã se întâmplã orice
alt eveniment care (conform
prevederilor Legilor în vigoare) are
un efect similar cu cel al oricãrei
astfel de situaţii sau eveniment.

(e) the Employer becomes bankrupt
or insolvent, goes into liquidation,
has a receiving or administration
order
made
against
him,
compounds with his creditors, or
carries on business under a receiver,
trustee or manager for the benefit of
his creditors, or if any act is done or
event
occurs
which
(under
applicable Laws) has a similar
effect to any of these acts or events.

insolvent, goes into liquidation, has a
receiving or administration order made
against him, compounds with his
creditors, or carries on business under a
receiver, trustee or manager for the
benefit of his creditors, or if any act is
done or event occurs which (under
applicable Laws) has a similar effect to
any of these acts or events.

În oricare din aceste împrejurãri sau
circumstanţe, Antreprenorul poate
rezilia Contractul, la 14 zile dupã
transmiterea unei înştiinţãri cãtre
Beneficiar. În cazurile descrise în
sub-paragraful (e), Antreprenorul
poate, printr-o înştiinţare, sã
rezilieze Contractul imediat.
Dacã, înainte de expirarea perioadei
de 14 zile de notificare solicitate de
paragraful precedent, Beneficiarul
remediazã cauzele pentru care
Antreprenorul
a
notificat,
notificarea nu va mai produce
niciun efect şi Antreprenorul nu va
mai fi îndreptãţit sa rezilieze
Contractul."
Opţiunea Antreprenorului de a
rezilia Contractul nu va prejudicia
niciun alt drept al Antreprenorului
prevãzut în Contract sau alt drept.
În condiţiile în care Beneficiarul
contestã rezilierea notificatã în
conformitate cu Sub-Clauza 16.2

In any of these events or
circumstances, the Contractor may,
upon giving 14 days’ notice to the
Employer, terminate the Contract.
However, in the case of subparagraph (e), the Contractor may
by notice terminate the Contract
immediately.
If, before the expiry of the 14-day
notice required by the previous
paragraph, the Employer solves the
issues upon which the Contractor
sent notice, the notice shall no
longer take effect and the
Contractor shall no longer be
entitled to cancel the Contract. The
Contractor’s election to terminate
the Contract shall not prejudice any
other rights of the Contractor, under
the Contract or otherwise.
Should the Employer contest the
cancelation notified according to
Sub-Clause 16.2 (a), he has the
right, within 14 days from receiving

EIC Comments

In any of these events or
circumstances, the Contractor may,
upon giving 14 days’ notice to the
Employer, terminate the Contract
immediately.
The Contractor’s election to terminate
the Contract shall not prejudice any
other rights of the Contractor, under the
Contract or otherwise.

If the Contractor serves a notice
of termination upon the
occurrence of one of the events
listed in Sub-Clause 16.2 and

Similar situation
exists in
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3.1
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s
duties
and
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(a), acesta are dreptul, într-un
termen de 14 zile de la data primirii
notificãrii de reziliere din partea
Antreprenorului, sã îi comunice
acest fapt, în scris, Antreprenorului,
şi va aduce, în scris, în acelaşi
termen de 14 zile, litigiul la
cunoştinţa Comisiei de Adjudecare
a Disputelor în conformitate cu
Sub-Clauza
20.4
[Obţinerea
Deciziei Comisiei de Adjudecare a
Disputelor]. Daca Beneficiarul
transmite o notificare pentru o
astfel de intenţie, rezilierea
Contractului va intra în vigoare
numai dupã ce expirarea validitãţii
notificãrii de reziliere a fost
confirmata prin prevederile SubClauzei 20.4 [Obţinerea Deciziei
Comisiei
de
Adjudecare
a
Disputelor] sau dacã acea decizie
nu devine finalã şi obligatorie, aşa
cum prevede Sub-Clauza 20.6
[Arbitrajul] sau dacã Beneficiarul
nu urmãreşte adresarea unei
instanţe superioare sau arbitrajului.

the cancelation notice from the
Contractor, to let the latter know he
contests it, in writing, and also in
writing he shall, within the same
14-day period, submit the litigation
to the Disputes Adjudication Board
according to Sub-Clause 20.4
[Obtaining
the
Dispute
Adjudication Board’s Decision]. If
the Employer sends a notice with
such an intention, the Contract’s
cancelation shall come into force
only after the expiry of the
cancelation notice’s validity has
been confirmed through the
provisions of Sub-Clause 20.4
[Obtaining
the
Dispute
Adjudication Board’s Decision] or
if that decision becomes final and
compulsory, as foreseen by SubClause 20.6 [Arbitration] or if the
Employer does not intend to
address to a superior law court or
arbitration.

FIDIC “Yellow Book”
Original Text

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in

the ground for terminating the
Contract is disputed by the
Employer, then termination will
only take effect after having
obtaining a final and binding
DAB (which is unlikely to
happen as the Employer will
undoubtedly issue a notice of
dissatisfaction) or an arbitral
award
confirming
the
Contractor’s entitlement to
terminate and the effectiveness
of such termination. Until such
time, the Contractor shall be
bound to comply with its
obligations under the Contract
and the Employer shall be under
no obligation to return the
Performance Security.

Bulgaria (BG) /
Sofia
Metro
Extension:
This
Sub-Clause
is
deleted and thus
there is no limit to
the
Contractor’s
liabiliy
Beneficiarul va numi un Inginer
care va îndeplini sarcinile care îi
revin
potrivit
prevederilor

The Employer shall appoint the
Engineer who shall carry out the
duties assigned to him pursuant to

The Employer shall appoint the
Engineer who shall carry out the duties
assigned to him in the Contract. The
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Contractului. Personalul Inginerului
va include ingineri cu experienţã şi
calificare corespunzãtoare şi alt
personal de specialitate care sã aibã
competenţa de a-şi îndeplini
responsabilitãţile.

the provisions in the Contract. The
Engineer’s staff shall include
suitably qualified and experienced
engineers and other professionals
who are competent to carry out
these duties.

Engineer’s staff shall include suitably
qualified
engineers
and
other
professionals who are competent to
carry out these duties.

Inginerul nu va avea autoritatea de
a modifica Contractul.

The Engineer shall not have the
authority to amend the Contract.

Inginerul
poate
sã
exercite
autoritatea atribuitã Inginerului
conform prevederilor Contractului
sau cea implicatã de executarea
Contractului. Dacã pentru anumite
atribuţii Inginerul trebuie sã obţinã
aprobarea Beneficiarului înainte de
a-şi exercita autoritatea, atribuţiile
respective vor fi cele specificate în
Condiţiile Speciale. Beneficiarul nu
va impune alte constrângeri asupra
autoritãţii Inginerului, cu excepţia
celor stabilite cu Antreprenorul.

The Engineer may exercise the
authority attributable to the
Engineer as specified in or
necessarily to be implied from the
Contract. If the Engineer is required
to obtain the approval of the
Employer before exercising a
specified
authority,
the
requirements shall be as stated in
the Particular Conditions. The
Employer undertakes not to impose
further
constraints
on
the
Engineer’s authority, except as
agreed with the Contractor.

În orice situaţie în care Inginerul îşi
exercitã o autoritate specificã
pentru care este necesarã aprobarea
Beneficiarului, se va considera (în
interesul Contractului) cã acordul
Beneficiarului a fost dat.

The Engineer shall have no authority to
amend the Contract.
The Engineer may exercise the
authority attributable to the Engineer as
specified in or necessarily to be
implied from the Contract. If the
Engineer is required to obtain the
approval of the Employer before
exercising a specified authority, the
requirements shall be as stated in the
Particular Conditions. The Employer
undertakes not to impose further
constraints on the Engineer’s authority,
except as agreed with the Contractor.

However, whenever the Engineer
exercises a specified authority for
which the Employer’s approval is
required, then (for the purposes of
the Contract) the Employer shall be
deemed to have given approval.

However, whenever the Engineer
exercises a specified authority for
which the Employer’s approval is
required, then (for the purposes of the
Contract) the Employer shall be
deemed to have given approval.

Except as otherwise stated in these
Conditions:

Except as otherwise stated in these
Conditions:

(a) se va considera cã Inginerul
acţioneazã în numele Beneficiarului
de fiecare datã când îndeplineşte
sarcini sau exercitã autoritatea
atribuitã sau implicatã de Contract.

(a) whenever carrying out duties or
exercising authority, specified in or
implied by the Contract, the
Engineer shall be deemed to act for
the Employer;

(a) whenever carrying out duties or
exercising authority, specified in or
implied by the Contract, the Engineer
shall be deemed to act for the
EmploEmployer;

(b) Inginerul nu are autoritatea de a

(b) the Engineer has no authority to
relieve either Party of any duties,

(b) the Engineer has no authority to
relieve either Party of any duties,

Cu excepţia altor prevederi
menţionate în aceste Condiţii:

EIC Comments

Similar situation
exists in
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absolvi nicio Parte de sarcinile,
obligaţiile sau responsabilitãţile
prevãzute în Contract; şi

obligations or
responsibilities
under the Contract; and

obligations or responsibilities under the
Contract; and

(c) any approval, check, certificate,
consent, examination, inspection,
instruction,
notice,
proposal,
request, test, or similar act by the
Engineer (including absence of
disapproval) shall not relieve the
Contractor from any responsibility
he has under the Contract, including
responsibility for errors, omissions,
discrepancies and non-compliances.

(c) any approval, check, certificate,
consent,
examination,
inspection,
instruction, notice, proposal, request,
test, or similar act by the Engineer
(including absence of disapproval)
shall not relieve the Contractor from
any responsibility he has under the
Contract, including responsibility for
errors, omissions, discrepancies and
non-compliances.

Title

(c) orice aprobare, verificare,
certificat,
consimţãmânt,
examinare, inspecţie, instrucţie,
notificare, propunere, cerere, test
sau alte acţiuni similare întreprinse
de Inginer (inclusiv absenţa
obiecţiunilor) nu vor absolvi
Antreprenorul
de
nicio
responsabilitate pe care o are
potrivit prevederilor Contractului
inclusiv responsabilitatea pentru
erori, omisiuni, discrepanţe şi
neconformitãţi.
Înainte de a acţiona potrivit
prevederilor urmãtoarelor SubClauze ale prezentului Contract,
Inginerul va obţine de la Beneficiar
aprobãrile specifice:
a) Sub-Clauza 4.4: aprobarea
expresã a Beneficiarului este
necesarã înainte de confirmarea
consimţãmântului
prealabil
al
Inginerului pentru numirea oricãror
Subantreprenori propuşi;
b) Sub-Clauza 8.4: aprobarea
expresã a Beneficiarului este
necesarã înainte de stabilirea
oricãrei prelungiri a Duratei de
Execuţie;
c) Sub-Clauza 8.8 [Suspendarea
Lucrãrilor]: suspendarea, parţialã
sau
integralã
a
executãrii
Lucrãrilor;
d)

Sub-Clauza

10.1:

aprobarea

The Engineer shall obtain from the
Employer the specific approvals,
before acting according to the
provisions of the following SubClauses of this Contract:
a) Sub-Clause 4.4: the Employer’s
express consent is needed before
the confirmation of the Engineer’s
preliminary consent for naming any
proposed Sub-contractors;
b) Sub-Clause 8.4: The Employer’s
express consent is needed before
setting any extension of the Time
for Completion;
c) Sub-Clause 8.8 [Suspension of
Works]: suspension, partial or
entire, of the Works’ execution;
d) Sub-Clause 10.1: the Employer’s

EIC Comments

According to this Particular
Condition, the Engineer’s
authority has been severely
restricted by adding to the
conventional clause wording
the provisions (a) to (g). As a
consequence, the Engineer
now needs to have obtained
the specific approval of the
Employer before taking action
on
Sub-Clauses
4.4
[Subcontractors],
8.4
[Extension of Time for
Completion], 8.8 [Prolonged
Suspension], 10.1 [TakingOver of the Works and of
Sections], 11.9 [Performance
Certificate], 13.1 [Right to
Vary].
Since these provisions are not
added
as
Particular
Conditions but to be found in
the General Conditions, the

Similar situation
exists in
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expresã a Beneficiarului este
necesarã înainte de emiterea
Certificatului de Recepţie la
Terminarea Lucrãrilor;

express approval is needed before
issuing the Performance Certificate;

e) Sub-Clauza 11.9: aprobarea
expresã a Beneficiarului este
necesarã înainte de emiterea
Certificatului de Recepţie Finalã;
f) Sub-Clauza 13.1: aprobarea
expresã a Beneficiarului este
necesarã înainte de dispunerea sau
aprobarea oricãrei Modificãri care
ar face ca Preţul Contractului sã
depãseascã Valoarea de Contract
Acceptatã sau orice valoare de
contract convenitã ulterior de
Beneficiar şi Antreprenor în cadrul
unor Acte Adiţionale la Contract;
de asemenea, aprobarea expresã a
Beneficiarului este necesarã înainte
de dispunerea sau aprobarea
oricãrei Modificãri care, dupã
evaluare, ar avea implicaţii
financiare mai mari de 0,5% din
Valoarea de Contract Acceptatã.
g) Sub-Clauza 13.1: aprobarea
expresã a Beneficiarului este
necesarã înainte de dispunerea sau
aprobarea oricãrei omiteri a unor
lucrãri.
În pofida obligaţiilor specificate
mai sus şi necesare pentru a obţine
autorizarea/acordul, în condiţiile în
care Inginerul considerã cã a
survenit o situaţie de urgenţã care
pune în pericol siguranţa/viaţa
unei/unor persoane sau siguranţa
Lucrãrilor sau a proprietãţilor

e) Sub-Clause 11.9: the Employer’s
express approval is needed before
issuing the Final Acceptance
Certificate;
f) Sub-Clause 13.1: the Employer’s
express approval is needed before
setting
or
approving
any
Amendment that would determine
the Contract price to exceed the
Accepted Value of Contract or any
other value of contract subsequently
agreed by the Employer and
Contractor within some Addenda to
the Contract; also, the Employer’s
express approval is needed before
setting
or
approving
any
Amendment which, further to
evaluation, would have financial
effects higher than 0.5% from the
Accepted Value of Contract.
g) Sub-Clause 13.1: the Employer’s
express approval is needed before
setting or approving any omission
of some works.
Despite the above mentioned
obligations necessary for obtaining
the authorization / consent, if the
Engineer believes that an urgency
situation occurred, endangering the
safety/life of a /some person(s) or
the safety of the Works or adjacent
properties, this can ask the
Contractor, without exonerating the
him from the obligations assumed
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deemed approval as per the
fourth subparagraph does not
apply. The restrictions must
therefore be regarded as
absolute and not the subject of
a deemed approval.
EIC strongly opposes such a
restriction of the Engineer’s
authority (and duty) because it
will inevitably result in the
Contractor
bearing
these
(potentially very substantial)
time and cost effects until such
time when the approval of the
Employer is obtained. As the
Employer is also the obligor to
pay, it is evident that it will
not give its approval easily.
Annex 1 thus has created what
EIC believes FIDIC never
wanted:
a
self-certifying
Employer on a crucial area of
the Works.

Similar situation
exists in

Synopsis of FIDIC 1999 “Yellow Book” and Particular Conditions in CEE region
(Sub-)
Clause

3.4

Title

Replacem
ent of the
Engineer

Annex 1 Order No. 146
Romanian text

Annex 1 Order No. 146
English text

învecinate, acesta poate, fãrã a-l
exonera
pe
Antreprenor
de
rãspunderea şi obligaţiile asumate
prin Contract, sã îi solicite acestuia
executarea oricãror lucrãri sau
acţiuni considerate necesare, în
opinia Inginerului, pentru a elimina
sau reduce riscul respectiv.
Inginerul va estima o suplimentare
a Preţului Contractului, aferentã
acestor instrucţiuni şi va înştiinţa
imediat Beneficiarul despre aceasta.

through Contract, to perform all
works or take all actions that from
the Engineer’s standpoint are
necessary for eliminating or
reducing the particular risk. The
Engineer will estimate an additional
amount to the Contract Price,
corresponding to these instructions,
and shall notify the Employer about
it.

Dacã Beneficiarul doreşte sã
înlocuiascã Inginerul, acesta va
transmite Antrepreno-rului, cu cel
puţin 42 de zile înainte de data
propusã
pentru înlocuire,
o
înştiinţare cuprinzând numele,
adresa şi experienţa relevantã a
celui care este potenţialul înlocuitor
al Inginerului.

If the Employer intends to replace
the Engineer, the Employer shall,
not less than 42 days before the
intended date of replacement, give
notice to the Contractor of the
name, address and relevant
experience
of
the
intended
replacement Engineer.
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If the Employer intends to replace the
Engineer, the Employer shall, not less
than 42 days before the intended date
of replacement, give notice to the
Contractor of the name, address and
relevant experience of the intended
replacement Engineer.
The Employer shall not replace the
Engineer with a person against whom
the Contractor raises reasonable
objection by notice to the Employer,
with supporting particulars.

EIC Comments

The revised wording of
Particular Condition entitles
the Employer to replace the
Engineer
without
even
consulting the Contractor,
whereas the FIDIC “Yellow
Book” provides that “The
Employer shall not replace
the Engineer with a person
against whom the Contractor
raises reasonable objection
by notice to the Employer,
with supporting particulars”.
The Sub-Clause, as originally
drafted in the FIDIC 1999
“New Red/Yellow Books”,
has
traditionally
been
acceptable
to
and
implemented by Employers,
Engineers and Contractors
without
objection.
The
established norm of the
industry
is
that
no
replacement of the Engineer
can take place in the event
that the Contractor raises
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reasonable objections against
the Employer’s introduced
suggestion
for
such
replacement.
EIC maintains that the
identity of the Engineer is a
cornerstone of any project.
His
reputation
and
qualification
form
a
significant part of the risk
assessment of any concerned
tenderer and is therefore
fundamental to the success of
the project, whether it be a
construction-only contract or
a
design-build
contract.
Neither party should be
entitled to alter such a
fundamental
aspect
unilaterally.
Any such unilateral change
made by the Employer can
have a profound impact on the
project and obviously on the
Contractor, who has based his
price on given data that
subsequently are changed by
the Employer, without the
Contractor
having
the
opportunity to adapt his price
to the level he would have,
had he known before the
Tender Date that such a
change would be made. The
new clause wording may well
represent an opportunity for
abusive behaviour towards the
Contractor and significantly
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alters the balance of risk in
the
Contract
without
providing any entitlement to
the Contractor for additional
time or cost.

Berlin, 5th July 2012
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